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Abstract
Recent advances in autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) technology have led to their wide-
spread acceptance and adoption for use in scientific, commercial, and defence applications in
the underwater domain. At the same time, research progress in swarm robotics has seen swarm
intelligence algorithms in use with greater effect on real-world robots in the field. A group of
AUVs utilizing swarm intelligence concepts has the potential to address issues more effectively
than a single AUV, and such a group can potentially open up new areas of application. Examples
include the monitoring and tracking of highly dynamic oceanographic phenomena such as phy-
toplankton blooms and the use of an AUV swarm as a virtual acoustic receiver for sea-bottom
seismic surveying or the monitoring of naturally occurring acoustic radiation from cracking ice.
However, the limitations of the undersea environment places unique constraints on the use of
existing swarm robotics approaches with AUVs. In particular, algorithms must be distributed
and robust in the face of localization error and degraded communications.
This work presents an investigation into one particular swarm strategy for a group of AUVs,
termed formation control, with consideration to the constraints of the underwater domain. Four
formation control algorithms, each developed and tested within the MOOS-IvP framework, are
presented. In addition, a ’formation quality’ metric is introduced. This metric is used in conjunc-
tion with a measure of formation energy expenditure to compare the efficacy of each behaviour
during construction of a desired formation, and formation maintenance while it drifts in ocean
currents. This metric is also used to compare robustness of each algorithm in the presence of
vehicle failure and changing communication rate.
Thesis Supervisor: Henrik Schmidt
Title: Professor of Mechanical and Ocean Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The past decade has seen rapid progress in autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) technol-
ogy, with a growing interest and adoption of such vehicles for scientific, commercial, and
defence applications in the underwater domain. These vehicles have the potential to fun-
damentally impact data gathering approaches in these fields. In addition, the emergence of
swarm robotics research during this decade, where the concepts of swarm intelligence are
applied to multi-robot systems, is allowing scientists and other users of robotics systems to
leverage the use of multiple coordinated robots in achieving desired goals. As AUV technol-
ogy continues to mature, the development of distributed cooperative and swarm autonomy
for AUVs can potentially address issues more effectively than a single AUV typically can;
for example, monitoring and determining the location of toxic ocean spills, tracking algae or
phytoplankton blooms or other oceanographic chemical and biological phenomena, or the use
of a swarm as a virtual sensor array for seismic surveying. A swarm of AUVs using ocean
currents for propulsion has several attractive characteristics for undersea monitoring; such a
swarm would be able to exploit ocean currents to monitor ocean phenomena for long periods
of time while contributing very little ambient noise; the characteristics of the swarm would
contribute to its endurance by being fault tolerant, as well as allowing it to flexibly survey
areas of complex geometry containing obstacles; and the swarm would be able to monitor
areas of large expanse, enabling effective investigation of the structure of complicated ocean
phenomena. In addition, the characteristics of the underwater environment necessarily force
unique constraints on the swarm robotics problem (namely in terms of communication and
localization), and the development of autonomous behaviours that can successfully overcome
these constraints has the potential to contribute greatly to the field of swarm robotics.
Recognizing the potential advantages of the use of a large, coordinated group of AUVs for
oceanographic data gathering, the principal objective of this work is to investigate approaches
to swarm navigation and formation control in the underwater realm. The communications
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constraints of such an environment, with data rates on the order of 100 bits per second to
5000 bits per second, and the fairly frequent loss of packets, poses significant challenges on
the ability to form and maintain multi-vehicle AUV formations. Although the existing liter-
ature on multi-robot formation control is sizeable, the unique constraints of the underwater
domain implies that it is not simply a matter of applying existing above-ground techniques to
the underwater realm - its constraints necessitate the development and testing of formation
control behaviours that can operate successfully with significant restrictions on inter-vehicle
communications. An investigation into this issue is the main contribution of this thesis.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis presents three contributions - the primary contribution is the development of four
different formation control behaviours which are implemented in the MOOS-IvP autonomy
infrastructure, and which allow a group of AUVs to form lattice or pattern formations that are
rotationally and translationally invariant. The second is the proposal of a formation quality
metric. This metric quantifies how well the behaviour is able to maintain the desired swarm
formation, and is used in conjunction with formation energy expenditure (how efficiently
the behaviour uses energy to maintain formation), and formation robustness (how well the
formation is maintained in the presence of node failure and varying communication rate),
to compare the efficacy of each behaviour. Finally, the current MOOS-IvP AUV simulation
test-bed is augmented to allow the accurate simulation of ocean currents, as well as acoustic
communication between multiple vehicles.
1.1.1 Lattice/Pattern Formation Behaviours in MOOS-IvP
The formation of lattices or patterns by a swarm of autonomous underwater vehicles is the
principal objective of this work. We envision the use of such a formation of AUVs for two
specific applications - by equipping each vehicle with an acoustic receiver, the formation can
be employed as a ’virtual’ acoustic array, allowing its use as the receiver for sea-bottom seis-
mic surveying, or the monitoring of naturally occurring acoustic and seismic radiation from
ice; secondly, by equipping each vehicle with biological sensors, biological phenomena which
are very spatially and temporally dynamic (such as phytoplankton blooms) can be moni-
tored with greater accuracy over large regions. Ideally, behaviours would allow the swarm
to autonomously maintain a formation without requiring a comprehensive navigation and
communication infrastructure, using a paradigm similar to that of a school of fish, where
each vehicle navigates and maintains formation solely by communicating acoustically with its
nearest neighbours. In addition, we wish to maximize the length of such missions, explicitly
by making use of ocean currents as a means of propelling the swarm formation. In order to
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increase the endurance of missions using the swarm, the swarm is expected to utilize average
ocean currents for propulsion, with the vehicles using their motors only as a means of main-
taining formation geometry. Finally, given the communications constraints of the underwater
environment, pattern formation cannot be performed in a centralized (or even decentralized)
manner - all behaviours must be completely distributed.
Taking into account these ambitions, as well as the constraints of the underwater environ-
ment, four pattern formation behaviours were developed in an attempt to meet these goals
and challenges. A brief overview of each is provided here.
Attraction/Repulsion Atomic Model (BHV AttractionRepulsion)
I present a lattice formation behaviour based on the idea of interatomic forces. As the forces
between atoms naturally produce a hexagonal lattice, applying similar forces between vehicles
is an obvious method for producing a hexagonal lattice formation of AUVs. This idea has
been well researched in past swarm robotics literature, under the broad title of physics-based
formation control, but my implementation uses a direct optimization technique to determine
the force minimum, a novel extension of past work.
Pairwise Neighbour Referencing (BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing)
This approach requires a predetermined plan of the formation pattern, as well as communi-
cation of unique vehicle IDs. The plan details the shape and scale of the formation, with the
relative positions of each vehicle within the formation. Every vehicle utilizes this plan in order
to reference itself against pairs of its neighbours, using the angle and distance between itself
and each pair to determine its relative optimal location. This is perhaps one of the simplest
approaches to pattern formation, but is robust, translationally and rotationally invariant,
allows any arbitrary shape to be formed, and as far as I can tell, has not been described in
previous literature.
Rigid Neighbour Registration (BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration)
This behaviour was inspired in part by the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm and as
an approach to improving on the previous behaviour. ICP is widely used to align two point
clouds without knowing the correspondence between individual points in each cloud; however,
if the correspondences are user defined, the alignment between the clouds, in which we wish
to minimize the mean-squared error in distance between all points (by selecting an optimal
rotation and translation combination), has a closed-form solution. This error minimization
problem is known as the orthogonal Procrustes, or the rigid point set registration problem,
and is the transformation step in the ICP algorithm. In terms of pattern/lattice formation,
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given our predetermined plan and unique vehicle IDs that correspond to positions in our plan,
this behaviour transforms the plan to the actual vehicle positions in a distributed manner, so
as to create the desired pattern.
Assignment Registration (BHV AssignmentRegistration)
In an attempt to improve on the Rigid Neighbour Registration behaviour, I present a novel
approach that attempts to both perform the point correspondence between the plan and
vehicles, and the rigid point set registration. Vehicles are assigned to points in the plan
dynamically via the Hungarian algorithm so as to minimize distance travelled, and as before,
minimization of the mean-squared error in distance is used to determine the optimal rotation
and translation of the local plan. By removing the requirement of unique vehicle IDs, I hope
to reduce the communication requirement between vehicles.
1.1.2 Formation Comparison Metrics
A goal of this work is to compare the efficacy of each behaviour, with respect to our scenario
- we wish to form a lattice formation with minimal energy expenditure by each vehicle in
the swarm, and once formed, we want the formation to maintain its shape, utilizing surface
currents as effectively as possible for swarm travel (expending energy only to maintain shape).
To perform this comparison, I developed a metric to quantify the quality of the formation,
using a similar approach used in the Assignment Registration behaviour above. Given the
location of each vehicle, and the lattice formation we wish to achieve, I essentially assign each
vehicle to a point in the desired formation so as to minimize Euclidean distance using the
Hungarian algorithm, and then determine the optimal rotation and translation of the desired
formation to minimize the mean-squared error between each point. The value of this error is
used as the quality comparison metric.
This metric is used as a comparison against energy expenditure (both during the forming
of the formation, and during the maintaining of the formation), as well as against vehicle
failure and communication rate to determine formation robustness.
1.1.3 Comparison Scenarios, Behaviour Testing, and the MOOS-IvP Ocean
Simulation Test-Bed
Each behaviour is tested in four comparison scenarios, where each scenario represents a dif-
ferent ocean current field - the first is a field with no currents; the second is in a field of three
current channels of different velocity; the third is in a vortex current field; and the fourth is
in a current field representing realistic ocean currents. These scenarios and testing of each
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behaviour for comparison is performed in the MOOS-IvP Ocean Simulation test-bed.
The MOOS-IvP Ocean Simulation test-bed provides a platform to test autonomous be-
haviours using accurate ocean current dynamics, acoustic communications, and vehicle dy-
namics, and allows the user to visualize these behaviours in rates faster than real-time. My
contribution to improving this test-bed is in the efficient integration of ocean current simu-
lations provided by the MIT MSEAS group, allowing us to utilize the test-bed for scenarios
with highly realistic ocean currents.
1.2 Summary
This chapter has presented the reader with an overview on the motivations, objectives, and
contributions of the work undertaken in this thesis. I have described the behaviours I have
implemented for the goal of forming desired lattice or pattern formations for a group of AUVs,
the metrics by which I evaluate each behaviour on its ability to produce the desired formation,
and the scenarios and test-bed used to undertake these comparisons.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 provides the reader
with an outline of background topics pertinent to my research, as well as a survey of re-
lated literature in swarm robotics. Chapter 3 provides a detailed explanation of the four
lattice/pattern formation behaviours implemented for this thesis. Chapter 4 gives the reader
an overview of the methodology, infrastructure, and comparison metrics used to evaluate each
behaviour in simulation. Chapter 5 provides the results and an analysis of the comparison
metrics. Finally, chapter 6 details a discussion of the results of the analysis, conclusions drawn
from this research, and future work to be undertaken.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
To give the reader a good understanding of the work undertaken in this thesis, we provide
a gentle introduction to background topics related to this research, with the assumption of
little prior knowledge from the reader. We begin with an overview of autonomous underwater
vehicles, the platform that we envision this work to be applied to; this is followed by an
introduction to MOOS-IvP, the software architecture I have used to implement my work; we
then provide a broad outline of swarm robotics and swarm intelligence research, with a more
detailed review of prior work in swarm formation control; and finally, we specify the numerous
assumptions along with the scope of this work, and summarize.
2.1 Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are untethered underwater mobile robotic systems
that carry a sensor payload that is typically used for measuring water properties and the ocean
bathymetry and environment. In recent years, AUVs have become an increasingly valuable
and popular tool for oceanographic research, and the dramatic improvement in their capabil-
ities and reliability over the past two decades has resulted in a growing interest in their use
for scientific, commercial, and military applications. The commercialisation of AUVs has also
meant that they now potentially provide a cost effective alternative to traditional ship-based
oceanographic sampling and measurement. Depending on the application, AUVs can provide
a number of advantages over traditional methods. For example, with regards to scientific
oceanography, ship-based methods can be limited in their sampling rate and their ability to
measure highly dynamic and unpredictable spatial and temporal ocean phenomena. In con-
trast, AUVs have demonstrated their utility in gathering time-series oceanographic data by
repeated water column surveys, and their autonomy opens up the prospect of adaptive be-
haviours that may allow the effective tracking of dynamic ocean phenomena. In the military
sphere, the autonomy of AUVs potentially allows their use in areas which are restricted to,
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or dangerous for personnel, and their minimal profile presents their possible application in
covert operations.
The majority of currently available AUVs can be classified into four categories depending
on their intended application; these categories are shallow water survey AUVs, mid-water
AUV’s, deep-water AUVs, and glider AUVs. Shallow water AUVs are designed to operate in
coastal and littoral areas, and at depths less than 500 meters. They are typically fairly small
(usually around 1-2 meters) since they do not have to withstand high water pressures, and
have a high drag to thrust ratio, which allow them to manoeuvre in areas with high currents.
These vehicles are typically used to survey areas fairly quickly, and at low resolution, and so
their operating speeds are relatively high. Mid-water AUVs are usually rated for depths of
up to 2.5 kilometres, and are typically used to perform mid-water column surveys or surveys
in shallower areas. In order to handle the pressure at these depths, these vehicles are usually
quite bulky, which in turn means that they need more thrust and power, adding to their
size (which range from 4-6 meters in length). As the currents at these depths are generally
low, AUVs in this class can have a small drag to thrust ratio. Depending on their applica-
tion, their operating speed can vary from less than one knot to several knots. Deep-water
AUVs are designed to be used at depths greater than 2.5 kilometres, and are typically large
in volume in order to withstand the high oceanographic pressures at such depths. Since this
class of AUVs are usually used close to the bottom of the ocean floor for high resolution sur-
veys, they are designed to manoeuvre at low speeds. As such, their design is typically quite
different to that of shallow water survey and mid-water AUVs, the majority of which have
a tubular, torpedo-shaped hull and use a single propeller in conjunction with elevators and
fins. In contrast, deep-water AUVs usually have multi-hull designs with multiple thrusters.
Glider AUVs operate in a significantly different manner to that of the previous AUV classes,
in that they are propelled through the water via changes in buoyancy and water temperature
in conjunction with wings to convert vertical motion into forward motion. This propulsion
method typically achieves a much higher efficiency than conventional electric thrusters, in-
creasing their range to the order of thousands of kilometres, at the expense of horizontal and
vertical manoeuvrability. These vehicles usually operate in the upper water column, and are
typically rated for depths of less than 1 kilometre.
In more recent years, an additional class of AUVs has emerged - the long-range AUV.
These AUVs have been specifically designed in order to perform sampling of oceanographic
processes that evolve over periods of days or even weeks, and as such, are built with the goal
of maximizing endurance. In order to do so, they are designed with novel improvements to
previous AUV classes, such as active buoyancy control, allowing them to sample processes at
a desired depth without expending energy on propulsion. Two such examples of these AUVs
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are the Tethys [1] AUV built at MBARI, and which has active buoyancy control and utilizes
custom energy saving strategies (such as power-down of motor controllers and non-essential
systems), and the Folaga [2] AUV built by Graaltech, which similarly has active buoyancy
control as well as an actuation mechanism that allows it to propel as a glider. We envision the
use of this class of AUVs for long endurance multi AUV oceanographic sampling, and their
emergence can be interpreted as an endorsement for the benefit of using swarms of AUVs for
this purpose.
Despite the enormous developmental gains in autonomous underwater vehicle technology
over the past few decades, there remains a number of challenges facing their applicability
and usefulness. This includes challenges in power consumption, navigation and positional
accuracy, underwater communications, and intelligent and adaptive autonomy. As the focus
of this thesis is the investigation of autonomous swarm behaviours, the architecture that I use
to develop and implement such behaviours, as well as existing examples of swarm robotics,
are expanded upon here.
2.2 MOOS-IvP
MOOS-IvP [3] is an open-source software infrastructure used for the development of au-
tonomous behaviours for unmanned marine vehicles. It is composed of two open-source
projects - MOOS (the Mission Oriented Operating Suite), which provides core middleware
capabilities in a publish-subscribe architecture, whereby MOOS applications (MOOSApps)
asynchronously publish and subscribe to information from a central database (the MOOSDB);
and the IvP (Interval Programming) Helm, a foundational MOOS application that provides
vehicle behaviour arbitration via multi-objective optimization, deciding upon an optimal out-
put (typically vehicle heading, speed and depth) by evaluating competing behaviours. The
IvP portion of this infrastructure was developed by the Laboratory of Autonomous Marine
Sensing Systems (LAMSS) at MIT, a group of which I am part, and consequently this is the
software of choice for the implementation of my behaviours.
In the context of this work, the organization of the MOOS-IvP architecture is as fol-
lows; a single centralized ’shoreside’ MOOS community is run, which houses a number of
MOOSApps related to the extraction or calculation of ocean currents, the evaluation of the
formation quality metric, and formation visualization; in addition, each vehicle in the swarm
has its own MOOS community, running MOOSApps related to simulating vehicle dynamics,
calculating energy consumption, and an IvP helm to process the formation behaviours. To
simulate acoustic communication, vehicle MOOS communities pass information related to
vehicle state to the shoreside MOOS community, the acoustic communication is simulated
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centrally (adding noise etc.), and the result is passed back to each vehicle - anything that
must be centrally computed for simulation purposes (such as ocean currents) is performed
in the same way. It must be stressed, however, that behaviours described in this work are
entirely distributed - the shoreside MOOS community is not used to control the behaviour of
individual vehicles.
On each vehicle, the IvP helm solves for optimal control (heading, speed and depth) using:
x∗ = argmax
x
k−1∑
i=0
wifi(x) (2.1)
where each fi(x) is an objective function produced by each active behaviour on the vehicle,
and each wi is a relative priority weighting for the behaviour. As such, the IvP helm attempts
to determine the parameters for which the sum of the objective functions for each active
behaviour is maximized, and does so by evaluating the objective function of each behaviour
over the entire decision space. How this is achieved is detailed in [3].
2.3 Swarm Robotics and Swarm Intelligence
Swarm robotics has emerged in the past decade as an area of research concerned with the
application of swarm intelligence [4] concepts to multi-robot systems. Swarm intelligence is
a form of distributed intelligence, in which the collective behavior of a group emerges out of
the simple behaviors of its autonomous individuals through local peer interaction, and inter-
actions with the environment. Although swarm robotics systems are not explicitly required
to be distributed, research in swarm robotics is often inspired by biological systems, such as
insect colonies (for example, cockroaches [5], ants [6] or bees [7]), flocks of birds [8], schools
of fish [9], and bacteria colonies [10]. The absence of centralized control in such biological
systems provides a number of advantages, and by seeking to replicate these advantages, many
swarm robotics systems are typically distributed. This lack of centralization gives such sys-
tems implicit advantages of fault tolerance (failure of any single individual has little effect
on the success of the group), flexibility (self organization and no reliance on global informa-
tion), and scalability (behaviors are local so that the addition or removal of individuals has
little impact on swarm performance). Swarm robotics has been a growing area of research
over the past two decades, especially in the land and air domains. Unfortunately, until very
recently little research has been performed in the underwater domain, and the limitations
of the ocean environment provide a unique variation to the regular challenges of swarm au-
tonomy. Here we provide a broad overview of different facets of swarm autonomy, and look
especially at previous research directed at distributed swarm formation control. This section
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is by no means an exhaustive review of swarm robotics, but the interested reader is directed to
[11], [12], [13], [14] and [15] for good reviews of the recent state of the art in this research area.
Swarm robotics presents researchers with a range of potential advantages over single robot
systems, and these advantages are the prime motivators behind swarm research. Swarm
robotics systems are envisioned to be able to:
• Exploit the sensing capabilities of large groups, allowing the efficient discovery and
exploration of areas of interest, as well as improve situational awareness.
• Provide superior robustness against mission failure, since the failure of a single agent in
the group can be mitigated by other agents.
• Parallelize mission tasks amongst agents in the group, allowing a mission to be completed
faster than if performed by a single agent. In addition, this distribution of tasks may
enable swarms to achieve greater results, such as conducting missions over larger areas,
manipulating objects or the environment more efficiently, or attacking with numbers.
• Be adaptable and scalable, allowing missions to continue via task reallocation with
the addition and removal of agents in the group. Since interactions are localized, the
addition or removal of agents does not require any change to control software.
• Be cost effective. By using many simple vehicles, rather than a single complex vehicle,
swarms are able to have a greater cost effectiveness, by virtue of the fact that a loss of
one simple vehicle in the swarm has less impact than the loss of a single more powerful
vehicle.
However, these advantages come together with a couple of drawbacks. Firstly, operator com-
mand and control of large robotic swarms is difficult; centralized C&C schemes may not scale
well with increasing number of agents, and decentralized C&C schemes may have trouble
gathering and synthesizing data from all members of the swarm; deployment and retrieval of
such swarms is also an open question. Secondly, because the design of behaviours of agents
in the swarm is done with local interactions in mind, the global behaviour of the swarm can
be difficult to predict, as it emerges from numerous locally interacting agents.
The design of robotic swarm systems include considerations that can be broadly defined
into two categories - architecture and application. Within the architecture category, the de-
signer must consider a number of facets that must be selected with respect to the intended
application of the swarm. These include the selection of heterogeneous versus homogeneous
robot swarms, centralized versus distributed control schemes, and communication structures.
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Within the application category, the designer must develop specific or groups of swarm strate-
gies that can most effectively address the desired task. These strategies include swarm be-
haviours such as aggregation [16], [17], dispersion [18], task allocation [19], coordinated col-
lective motion [20], [21], object transportation [22], collective exploration and mapping [23],
[24], and pattern formation. Within the scope of our work here, we can classify our swarm
system as being homogeneous (within our application we wish to have single-type AUVs that
either serve as acoustic receivers, or are able to sense a specific oceanographic phenomena),
distributed (since the constraints of the underwater domain prohibit sufficient communication
bandwidth for centralized control), having a local communications range (as acoustic com-
munications becomes much less reliable at larger distances), and having a pattern formation
behaviour (as this is what is required to achieve our desired goals). With this in mind, we
limit our literature review to cover pattern formation approaches for robotic swarm systems
that have a similar architecture. We do not provide an overview of differences in architecture
or review approaches for applications other than formation control. As before, the interested
reader is directed to [11], [12], [13], and [14] if they desire greater insight into these topics.
2.3.1 Distributed Swarm Formation Control
In swarm robotics, the term pattern formation control has been used in at least two different
ways. Firstly, pattern formation has been used to broadly encompass multiple aspects of pat-
terns of agents, including the establishment, maintenance and reconfiguration of patterns or
lattices, rather than exclusively pattern establishment. Secondly, the term pattern formation
has been used in literature interchangeably with the phenomenon of swarm flocking, which de-
fines behaviours that are loosely geometric in nature. In term of this work, we refer to swarm
formation control in the sense of the first definition - we mean pattern or lattice formation
control as behaviours that produce and control well defined geometric patterns of agents in
the swarm. In the context of this definition, past research can be broadly categorised into
four groups, each of which we examine here. For further reading and other reviews of swarm
formation control, we direct the reader to [25] and [26].
Physics-Based Approaches
One of the most common approaches to pattern formation in swarms is the physics-based
approach. In this approach, formation generation is often inspired by the physics of atoms,
molecules or crystals, or by the physics of springs. Physics-based formation design use virtual
forces to coordinate the movement of agents in the swarm.
One of the earliest and most well-known physics-based approaches is the ’Physicomimet-
ics’ framework, introduced by Spears et al. [27], [28]. In their approach agents in a swarm
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react to virtual forces inspired by natural physics laws. At an abstract level, agents are used
to mimic physical structures of particles, with each particle having a position and a velocity.
At each time step of the algorithm, particle positions are perturbed by an amount dependent
on its current velocity; this velocity is itself modified at each time step in accordance to a
force law applied to the particle by its neighbours; and this force law is essentially a repul-
sion/attraction force of certain radii centred at each particle. Using this approach, they are
able to form hexagonal lattices which attempt to minimize an overall ’potential energy’ of the
swarm. They are also able to develop an analytical model of the potential energy wells that
cause the formation of this hexagonal structure, providing an analysis of lattice quality. They
also extend their work to produce square lattices, and provide strategies to prevent agents
from falling into local minima. They demonstrate their Physicomimetics technique in both
simulation and on a group of seven robots. In [29], Prabhu et al. extend this framework to
produce stable hexagonal cells, and to remove lattice imperfections.
In [30], Pinciroli et al. present a similar approach, whereby local artificial potential fields
centred around each agent are modelled after the interatomic Lennard-Jones potential model
(used to approximate the interaction between neutral pairs of atoms) in order to produce a
hexagonal lattice of simulated pico satellites. However, in order to induce aggregation in the
agents, they introduce a global potential field centred at a desired coordinate, so as to draw all
agents to a single point. For stabilization, they also include a third damping term to prevent
oscillations commonly observed in physics-based approaches.
Similarly, Gazi and Passino [31] introduce different classes of attraction/repulsion artifi-
cial potential functions for distributed formation control. Their artificial potential functions
include linear attraction/bounded repulsion, linear attraction/unbounded repulsion, and con-
stant attraction/unbounded repulsion, each of which they analyse in the context of swarm
cohesion, and provide simulation results.
An alternative approach to attraction/repulsion schemes is the artificial springs technique,
first introduced by Fujibayashi et al. [32], where potentials are modelled as artificial springs
with varying coefficients. In this work, each agent generates virtual springs between itself
and neighbouring agents, based on the number of its neighbours within a specified radius,
in order to produce a crystalline lattice structure. To produce a desired lattice, they modify
the spring constant and natural length properties of each spring depending on the number of
connections of the agents on either end of the spring; they also include a method of separating
agents. By introducing certain combinations of springs and through tuning they are able to
generate desired shapes.
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Shucker and Bennett [33] present a similar approach, using a virtual spring mesh to con-
trol a formation of robots. In this work, the authors describe an algorithm that controls the
creation and destruction of virtual springs between agents that operates in the following way -
a robot R will create a spring with its neighbour S, if for every other neighbour T, the interior
angle RTS is acute. They argue that such an approach will influence the swarm to create a
hexagonal lattice, because such a lattice is the only optimal zero-energy state of the system.
They provide simulation examples for swarm exploration and target tracking, and analyse the
system in the case of catastrophic agent failures.
Finally, Stolkin and Nickerson [34] provide a review and comparison of different physics-
based approaches, and propose a novel method that combines them - they use an attrac-
tion/repulsion model to form local clusters of agents, then use a spring technique to group
clusters together. This allows local clusters to produce regular lattices, while attracting local
clusters together quickly via spring-like attraction behaviours. Unfortunately this method is
decentralized; it is not completely distributed.
Potential Field Approaches
Potential Field approaches to swarm formation are somewhat similar to physics-based ap-
proaches, but differ in one important way - the potential field is global, rather than local. In
these approaches, this global potential field is used to actuate agents toward minima in the
desired shape of the formation.
Perhaps one of the earliest use of this approach is presented by Bachmayer and Leonard
in [35]. In this work, they use artificial local potentials to maintain group geometry, while at
the same time using a gradient descent method to drive the group toward a minimum. They
achieve this by having each agent sum an approximation of the world gradient with the local
potentials of its neighbours; the world gradient is approximated using a single sensor which
is assumed to be able to measure the gradient only in the direction of agent motion. Al-
though usually such an approach would cause an agent to find a minimum only along a ’slice’
of the world, the introduction of inter-vehicle potential functions enables the group to com-
municate enough information to determine the global world minimum in an emergent manner.
Chaimowicz et al. [36] present an approach to swarm formation whereby they create po-
tential fields whose minimum lies along a 2D curve described by an implicit function. This
implicit function is viewed as the zero isocontour of the 3D potential field, whose value is
greater than zero outside the isocontour, and less than zero inside the isocontour. By making
each agent perform a gradient descent on the potential field (and inverting the gradient when
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the agent is within the isocontour), the authors are able to direct the agents to converge along
the desired isocontour. They are able to produce a wide variety of desired formation shapes,
including letters, using this implicit function approach. The authors provide an analysis of
system performance, as well as results from simulations of tens of robots and experimental
results with a team of six vehicles.
In her PhD dissertation, Barnes [37] demonstrates the results from a similar approach -
artificial potential fields are generated using normal and sigmoid functions, as well as other
limiting functions, to control overall swarm geometry and spacing. She presents the results
from simulations of four to ten vehicles performing circle, wedge and ellipse formations. Using
a fuzzy speed controller, she directly uses the gradient of the potential field to direct the
movement of agents in the swarm.
Virtual Structure Approaches
The virtual structure approach was first introduced by Lewis and Tan [38]. In this approach
a rigid formation (referred to as a structure) is defined, within which agents maintain a rigid
geometrical relationship. In this way, the entire swarm is treated as a single rigid body, with
agents acting as vertices of the body.
In the approach originally presented by Lewis and Tan [38], the authors present an algo-
rithm which is composed of four steps - the first step involves aligning the virtual structure
to the current positions of agents in the swarm, via an optimization problem to minimize the
difference between actual and desired agent positions; the second step displaces the virtual
structure toward a desired mission objective; the third involves computing agent trajectories
so as to realign their positions with the structure within a specified time window; and the
final step directs the agents to follow the calculated trajectories. Unfortunately, their original
approach was centralized; however, Ren and Beard [39] present a decentralized extension to
this work using local controllers.
Belta and Kumar present a control approach [40] that designs trajectories such that a rigid
formation of agents will maintain their geometry. Specifically, the method outlined generates
trajectories that minimizes the total energy associated with the translations and rotations of
the robots, while maintaining their current formation. Their method involves three steps; the
first generates optimal trajectories for the formation; the second projects these trajectories on
a specified Euclidean group that represents the gross position and orientation of the swarm,
the set of shape variables that describe the relative positions of robots in the swarm, and the
control graph that describes each robot’s control strategy; the third step performs a transla-
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tion of the motion to position trajectory for each individual robot.
In [41], Egerstedt and Hu present a model-independent coordination strategy for swarm
formations, where instead of designing control laws for the agents directly, they assume agents
possess existing tracking controllers and instead design an algorithm that generates reference
points. The desired formation structure is defined relative to a virtual formation leader, and
this leader moves along a parametrized path. The trajectory of each agent is selected so as to
propagate in the direction that minimizes a specified control function, where the magnitude
of the motion depends on how well the agent tracks the structure. In turn, the velocity of the
virtual leader along the path is dependent on the tracking errors of all the agents.
Leader-Follower Approaches
In leader-follower approaches, a hierarchy of agents is defined within the formation, meaning
that such approaches inherently require the communication of unique agent IDs. Followers
attempt to maintain formation with their respective leader(s), whose motions are either pre-
scribed (such as following a specified path) or who themselves follow their own leader(s). In
addition, leaders do not necessarily have to be physical agents in the swarm, as virtual leaders
can also be used to effectively control group motion.
Desai et al. [42] presents a popular leader-follower control strategy whereby feedback
linearisation is used, along with a formation plan defined by relative angles and distances
between agents to produce two feedback controllers - the first is a separation/bearing con-
troller between a follower and its leader, and the second is separation/separation controller
between a follower and two leaders. Other authors expand upon this approach with other
control strategies, such as dynamic feedback linearisation [43], model predictive control [44],
[45], and first and second order sliding mode control [46].
In [47], Elkaim and Kelbley combine a leader-follower approach with a physics-based
approach. They describe a formation whose geometric structure is maintained via inter-
vehicle artificial forces, and which travels along a desired trajectory using artificial forces
between each vehicle and a virtual leader which is guided along the trajectory. The general
methodology of this approach is as follows - first, all of the forces that are acting upon the
agents are calculated; secondly, the point at which the sum of these forces is zero is determined;
finally this point is then used as the reference position for each individual vehicle, which moves
towards the point using its own kinematic controller. This process is iteratively repeated.
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Other Approaches
Besides the approaches categorized in the sections above, a considerable amount of research in
swarm formation control does not fit comfortably in the physics-based, potential field, virtual
structure or leader-follower groups. We examine some here.
In [48] Song and O’Kane present a novel decentralized algorithm for forming arbitrary
multi-robot lattices, such as squares, hexagons, and octagon-squares. Their approach makes
use of an author-defined ’lattice graph’ (not to be confused with lattice graphs of graph the-
ory). This lattice graph is a strongly connected directed multigraph whose edges describe a
rigid-body transformation, and is used to define the desired lattice of the swarm. Their al-
gorithm requires the broadcast of short messages between neighbouring agents, and executes
the following series of four steps. First, each agent must decide whether to consider itself as
a root robot (one that remains motionless), or a descendant robot (one that moves in accor-
dance to a task assignment from a parent); this decision is made based on an author-defined
’authority’, which depends on robot ID as well as information about robot’s ’ancestors’, and
is done to ensure that agents form a stable forest of authority trees. Secondly, agents select
a role; root agents always select the first lattice vertex as their role, and descendant agents
accept their role by task assignment from their parent. Thirdly, after role selection, each
agent computes a locally optimal task assignment for its neighbours, using the Hungarian
algorithm; each agent broadcasts this assignment and their authority value to its neighbours.
In the final step, each descendant agent moves toward the position assigned by its parent,
while staying within communication range. The authors present the results of their algorithm
using a simulation of between 50 and 250 robots.
Lee and Chong [49] demonstrate a distributed algorithm for lattice formation using sim-
ple geometric principles. In their approach, an agent selects two of its neighbours such that
the triangular path travelled by the positions of three agents is minimized; then using these
two neighbouring agents, the robot calculates the centroid of the triangle formed by itself
and its neighbours, and measures the angle between the line connecting two neighbours and
its horizontal axis; finally, in reference to the calculated centroid and using this angle and a
desired inter-agent separation distance, the robot repositions itself to a target that is com-
puted using simple trigonometric equations such that it forms an isosceles triangle with its
two neighbours. The authors prove convergence of this algorithm using Lyapunov stability
theory, and demonstrate formation self-repair in simulations of 100 robots.
Lee and Chong [50] also present another approach using similar geometric principles, but
in which agents are referenced against neighbours and a local leader is dynamically selected.
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Agents are given predefined unique IDs, and using these, they position themselves in relation
to neighbours using rules specific to different formations. The leader is selected as the agent
farthest from the centroid of all agents, and is used to control the movement of the entire
group; as such, the authors assume that all agents are visible to one another.
Antonelli et al. [51] describe an approach to distributed lattice formation via a behaviour-
based control architecture termed Null-Space-based behavioural control. This approach is
rooted in graph theory, and uses an author-defined α-Lattice to define the desired lattice for-
mation. The α-Lattice structure is described as a geometric configuration whereby all edges
in a graph are of the same length. Utilizing this α-Lattice structure, the authors develop a
control law such that the swarm of agents are driven to an α-Lattice formation within a speci-
fied tolerance, and implement this control law within a Null-Space-based control architecture,
allowing them to demonstrate the lattice formation behaviour along with obstacle avoidance
and move-to-target behaviours in simulation.
In [52], Raffard et al. employ dual decomposition techniques in order to generate optimal
trajectories for a set of cooperative aircraft in a distributed fashion. Their algorithm solves the
dual problem of an artificially decomposed primal problem, allowing them to replace one large
computationally intractable problem with several smaller tractable problems. They present
complexity analysis of convex and non-convex cases using examples in simulation.
Unique Considerations for the Underwater Environment
As mentioned previously, the majority of swarm robotics research has taken place in the con-
text of land and air domains, and unfortunately, not much research has been undertaken with
the intention of applying swarm intelligence concepts to robots in the underwater domain.
Even less research exists in using swarm formation control strategies in this context. In [53],
Hu et al. use an undirected graph to model information exchange between multiple AUVs, and
the authors develop a distributed controller that satisfies an admissible impulse time sequence
that represents the communications constraints of the underwater environment. The authors
demonstrate the feasibility of their approach with simulations of four AUVs operating under
their defined dynamics. In [54], Amory et al. present the development of a miniature AUV
called the MONSUN II, which use their communication network to propagate their internal
states and build formations. The authors outline a hierarchical communications structure
and a set of action phases that are undertaken to produce a ’V’ formation, and demonstrate
results in a simulation of five vehicles. In [55], Kalantar and Zimmer study the formation of
a large group of underwater vehicles for shape formation. Their approach works by partition-
ing the group of vehicles into two non-overlapping sets - the boundary and its interior. The
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vehicles identified as part of the boundary are then driven into a desired shape using general
theory of curve evolution, while interior vehicles maintain formation using a physics-based
attraction/repulsion approach in order to form a uniform interior distribution of vehicles. In
[56], Shao et al. control the formation of multiple biomimetic fish-like robots. Using a geo-
metric leader-follower approach under the constraints of the fish robot dynamics, they present
experimental results on a group of three robots in a line formation. In [57], Schmickl et al.
outline the CoCoRo underwater swarm project, in which they detail their plans to build the
hardware and software for a swarm of miniature underwater vehicles which behave according
to bio-inspired motion principles and biologically-driven collective cognition mechanisms.
The underwater domain places unique constraints on swarm robotics and swarm intelli-
gence, the primary limitation being that of communication. Underwater acoustic communica-
tion is generally limited by low bandwidth and intermittency due to the nature of the medium,
in which multipath propagation, high ambient noise, and strong signal attenuation results in
inter-symbol interference and low data rates [58]. A swarm system introduces an additional
issue of message collisions, due to the number of agents needing to communicate. As such, the
limitations in bandwidth and rate of acoustic communication will affect the amount of infor-
mation that can be passed between agents in a swarm, and in turn affect possible approaches
for swarm formation control and maintenance. The majority of approaches reviewed in this
section have relied on being able to estimate the range and bearing of an agent’s neighbours,
at the very least; some approaches also require the ability for agents to communicate a unique
identifier, and still others require even more information to be communicated. In the underwa-
ter domain, ranges between neighbours can be computed using time-of-flight with knowledge
of the acoustic speed of propagation in the current ocean environment, along with accurately
synchronised clocks (e.g. chip-scale atomic clocks) and acoustic pingers; bearings between
neighbours can be estimated via an acoustic hydrophone array (e.g. a tetrahedral 3D array)
and sufficient signal processing, or alternatively by using vector sensors; and unique IDs can
be communicated between two vehicles either by using an acoustic modem and compressed
encoding/decoding schemes [58], or via narrowband acoustic pingers with a unique frequency
for each vehicle. In general, when investigating swarm formation control for the underwater
domain, it is obvious that control strategies that minimize the amount of information passed
between agents are highly advantageous. With this insight in mind, we are most interested in
formation control approaches that use at most range, bearing and ID to generate and main-
tain formations. In addition to this, this limitation in communication means that external
positioning infrastructure, such as GPS, cannot be used. Agents in an underwater swarm
must position themselves relative to neighbours in a local frame of reference, rather than in
a global reference frame.
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In concluding the review of prior related work, I would like to underscore the fact that the
amount of literature in the area of swarm robotics is immense, with the number of published
papers on the subject of swarm formation control itself being large. In pruning this vast forest
of possibilities, I have attempted to limit my examination to distributed algorithms that may
be of use in our particular application, but there remain many more possible approaches that
remain unsurveyed.
2.4 Assumptions and Scope
As described in section 1.1, the goal of this research was to develop and analyse approaches for
the formation of patterns or lattices using a swarm of AUVs, for the purpose of sensing and
measuring oceanographic phenomena. Four different algorithms for AUV formation control
were implemented in MOOS-IvP, and a ’formation quality’ metric was developed to compare
the efficacy of each algorithm with respect to energy expenditure and robustness. In order
to reasonably limit the amount of work undertaken during this investigation, for simulation
purposes a number of assumptions were made and the scope of the work was limited as
outlined in the following:
• We limit formation control to a 2D plane, with AUVs operating at a specified depth
- depth control is handled by each AUV individually, without the use of neighbouring
AUV depth information.
• Since we limit formation control to a 2D plane, the four behaviours described in this
thesis produce an IvP objective function over the vehicle’s heading and speed deci-
sion space. Depth control is handled by a separate, already existing behaviour called
BHV ConstantDepth.
• We assume that AUVs communicate via underwater acoustics (acoustic pings), with a
uniform acoustic sound speed of 1500m/s.
• We assume that each AUV is able to measure relative bearing and range to neighbouring
AUVs within a radius of 550m via this acoustic communication.
• We assume that the bearing measurement has noise with a Gaussian distribution with
a mean of 0 ◦ and standard deviation of 5 ◦.
• We assume that the range measurement has noise with a Gaussian distribution with a
mean of 0m and standard deviation of 1.5m.
• We assume that any additional information communicated between AUVs, such as
unique ID, occurs during the measurement of bearing/range.
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• Unless otherwise specified, we assume that communication and measurement of bear-
ing/range occurs once every 30 s.
• Each AUV navigates using a local coordinate frame (with itself at the origin) using the
relative bearing/range measurements of its neighbours - between subsequent acoustic
pings, we assume the AUV navigation solution has no drift. Essentially, we assume
the position of the AUV is accurate between each acoustic ping - this assumption is
justifiable, since the AUV readjusts its relative position at every ping based on the
relative location of its neighbours, and the occurrence of pings is fairly frequent.
• Due to this relative navigation approach, we assume that the global AUV position is
accurate, as global positions do not impact the accuracy of relative formation control.
• We assume that AUVs have active buoyancy control, allowing them to drift freely at a
desired depth.
• Unless otherwise specified, we limit the swarm size to 25 AUVs.
• We assume that AUVs can turn in place; although our behaviours do not explicitly
require that the AUVs be able to do so.
• We limit the scope of this work to the development of the four formation control algo-
rithms, the formation quality metric, and the comparison scenarios described in section
1.1.3.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has given the reader a brief background of topics related to the work of this
thesis, as well as an abridged review of literature related to swarm robotics and distributed
swarm formation control. In addition, I have outlined the assumptions and scope of the work
undertaken in this thesis.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 3 provides a detailed
explanation of the four lattice/pattern formation behaviours implemented for this thesis.
Chapter 4 gives the reader an overview of the methodology, infrastructure, and comparison
metrics used to evaluate each behaviour in simulation. Chapter 5 provides the results and an
analysis of the comparison metrics. Finally, chapter 6 details a discussion of the results of the
analysis, conclusions drawn from this research, and future work to be undertaken.
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Chapter 3
Distributed Formation Control
Behaviours for AUVs
In this chapter we delve into the details of my four formation control behaviours, describing
the implementation and algorithmic details of each. It is important to note, as previously
mentioned, that all the behaviours described in this chapter are run on each vehicle in a
distributed manner. As described in section 1.1.1, each of these behaviours has been de-
veloped for one specific purpose - to produce a desired pattern or lattice formation from a
swarm of AUVs, and, once having done so, use minimal energy to maintain this formation
in the presence of ocean currents, intrinsically utilizing these ocean currents so as to propel
the formation. In this respect, these behaviours are aptly described as formation controllers;
the desired formation is the set-point, and it is the job of these behaviours to maintain this
set-point in the presence of external disturbances.
Each of the four behaviours was implemented as an IvP behaviour in the MOOS-IvP
architecture briefly described in section 2.2. Each IvP behaviour produces a piecewise linearly
defined objective function called an IvP function - IvP functions are defined over a specified
decision space, which, in our case, is the speed/heading domain. The MOOS-IvP architecture
allows an author to specify the properties of the IvP function using a number of tools. For
example, figure 3.1 illustrates two functions defined over the speed and heading domains, and
the IvP function outputted by their coupling - the coupled objective function is greatest at
the red-colored peak, corresponding to the desired speed of 2 and heading of 135. The job
of the IvP Helm MOOSApp is to arbitrate between the IvP functions outputted by multiple
active IvP behaviours, ultimately outputting optimal desired values for decision variables in
the vehicle’s decision space. For greater insight, see [3] and [59].
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Figure 3.1: Top-left: an IvP function over the heading domain, with a peak at 135. Bottom-
left: an IvP function over the speed domain, with a peak at 2. Right: an IvP function
produced by the coupling of the two left functions, defined over the heading/speed domain
[59].
3.1 Behaviour Class Hierarchy
IvPBehavior (base class)
DriftingTarget
ManageAcousticPing
AcousticPingPlanner
BHV AttractionRepulsion
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
BHV AssignmentRegistration
Figure 3.2: Behaviour class hierarchy for formation control behaviours.
Each of the four behaviours share some common functionality. Firstly, working under the
expectation that the vehicle has existing low-level controllers for maintaining a desired speed,
heading and depth, each behaviour must generate a target point for the vehicle such that it
assumes a position in the formation so as to generate the desired pattern/lattice. This func-
tionality is provided by the DriftingTarget behaviour. Secondly, each vehicle must be able
to receive relative range/bearing measurements and possibly additional information (unique
IDs) from neighbouring vehicles, interpret it, and provide it for use to determine the opti-
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mal location for the target point. This functionality is provided by the ManageAcousticPing
behaviour. Finally, some behaviours require a predetermined plan specifying the relative lo-
cations of each vehicle. This functionality is provided by the AcousticPingPlanner behaviour.
Each of the four formation control behaviours inherit this common functionality from these
behaviours, as illustrated in figure 3.2. Note that even though some behaviours do not re-
quire a predefined plan, for the sake of simplicity, all behaviours still inherit this functionality.
MOOS-IvP provides a base class called IvPBehavior upon which custom behaviours are
built. IvPBehaviour has a number of overloadable functions related to the state of the be-
haviour, for example when the behaviour is idle, running, or complete, and the transitions
between these states. Of these functions, the most important is the OnRunState() function,
which is the main loop of the behaviour and occurs when the behaviour is active and running.
The objective function is generated within this loop in order to influence the trajectory of the
vehicle. Unless otherwise stated, we describe the operation of each of my behaviours in terms
of this OnRunState() main loop.
3.2 AUV Navigation to Formation Target -
DriftingTarget Behaviour
At the base of each of the formation control behaviours is the DriftingTarget behaviour. Ul-
timately, this behaviour is called upon to direct the vehicle towards a relative (x, y) target
position by producing an IvP objective function over the heading/speed domain, and out-
putting a desired heading and speed in the target direction. The DriftingTarget behaviour is
somewhat similar to two already existing MOOS-IvP behaviours - StationKeep and Waypoint,
acting almost like a hybrid between the two. The objective of the DriftingTarget behaviour is
to direct the vehicle to a relative (x, y) target position, and then once there, keep the vehicle
within a certain drifting radius around the target point. Once reaching the target position,
the vehicle’s speed is set to zero and it is left to drift freely. An illustration of this behaviour
is shown in figure 3.3.
Table 3.1 lists behaviour-specific parameters which the user can specify, along with an
explanatory description of each. Unless otherwise specified, the default values listed are those
used during simulation and testing of my behaviours; note that although a moving average
filter was implemented within the DriftingTarget behaviour, we do not use it in simulation
(this is done by setting the length of the filter to 1).
Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code for the main loop of the DriftingTarget behaviour. Note
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drifting radius
slip radius
capture radius
speed=speed (outside drifting)
speed=speed (outside drifting)
speed=0 (drifting)
speed=0 (inside capture)
speed=decreasing linearly to speed*end speed scale
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the DriftingTarget behaviour.
that the target point is relative to the vehicle (i.e. the vehicle has a local frame of reference
where it is always at the origin). Essentially, the behaviour works by directing the vehicle to a
relative target point - when the vehicle is outside the drifting radius, it outputs an objective
function with a peak at a heading pointing towards the target and the user-specified speed;
when the vehicle is between the drifting radius and the capture radius, the objective func-
tion reduces the speed linearly up to a multiplier of the user-specified speed; when the vehicle
arrives at the target (either by entering the capture radius or if the vehicle is within the
slip radius and it is determined that it is no longer moving toward the target), the objective
function outputs a desired speed of zero, and no longer outputs a desired heading, allowing
the vehicle to drift freely; once in this state, the behaviour does not influence the vehicle until
it has moved outside the drifting radius, whereby it once again directs the vehicle to the
target point, and the cycle begins again.
One important thing to note is that if the position of the target is altered while the vehicle
is in the drifting state, and the new position of the target is such that the vehicle is still within
the drifting radius of the new target, then the vehicle will stay in that state and continue
drifting. As a result, this drifting radius gives the vehicle a kind of ’slack’ area, within
which the formation control behaviour may alter the desired position of the vehicle, but the
vehicle position is ’good enough’ for the formation to be maintained. This functionality is
illustrated in figure 3.4. In this way we are able to make a trade-off between the geometrical
accuracy of the formation and power consumption - reducing the drifting radius will make
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the formation more accurate at the expense of motor use (and thus power consumption), since
a smaller radius will make it more likely that the vehicle will move outside the drifting radius.
initial drifting radius
new drifting radius
initial target point
new target point
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the DriftingTarget behaviour - the AUV reaches the initial target
and enters the drifting state; while in this state the target is altered such that the vehicle
remains in the drifting radius of the new target; consequently, the AUV remains in the drifting
state until it exits the drifting radius, whereby it turns to head toward the new target.
In order to specify the position of the target, a function called addRelativeTargetTo −
Filter(x, y) is available to behaviours that inherit from DriftingTarget. In essence, this func-
tion adds a given (x, y) position to the moving average filter, and sets the target position used
by the main loop. This function is shown in algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 DriftingTarget main loop.
1: procedure DriftingTarget::OnRunState()
2: dist to target←
√
target point.x2 + target point.y2
3: heading to target← atan2(target point.y, target point.x)
4: if dist to target > capture radius then
5: if dist to target < slip radius then
6: if dist to target ≥ prev dist to target then . vehicle is inside slip radius and
is no longer closing distance - vehicle has arrived
7: desired speed← 0
8: desired heading ← None
9: else
10: speed ratio ← (dist to target − capture radius) ÷ (drifting radius −
capture radius)
11: desired speed← speed× speed ratio+ end speed scale× (1− speed ratio)
12: desired heading ← heading to target
13: end if
14: else if dist to target < drifting radius then
15: speed ratio ← (dist to target − capture radius) ÷ (drifting radius −
capture radius)
16: desired speed← speed× speed ratio+ end speed scale× (1− speed ratio)
17: desired heading ← heading to target
18: else . vehicle is outside drifting radius
19: desired speed← speed
20: desired heading ← heading to target
21: end if
22: else . vehicle is inside capture radius
23: desired speed← 0
24: desired heading ← None
25: end if
26: prev dist to target← dist to target
27: speed objective← create IvPFunction for speed with peak at desired speed
28: heading objective← create IvPFunction for heading with peak at desired heading
29: output objective ← create IvPFunction by coupling speed objective and
heading objective
30: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 DriftingTarget function to set relative target.
1: procedure DriftingTarget::addRelativeTargetToFilter(x, y)
2: target list.append last(point(x, y))
3: if target list.length() > targets filter size then
4: target list.delete first()
5: end if
6: target point← sum(target list.values())÷ target list.length()
7: end procedure
Parameter Description Default
speed The desired transit speed of the vehicle. (m/s) 1.0
capture radius The radius for satisfying the arrival at the target
point. (m)
3.0
slip radius An ’outer’ capture radius - if the vehicle is within
this radius and is no longer closing the distance to
the target point, it is declared to have arrived. (m)
10.0
drifting radius The radius within which the vehicle is allowed to
drift freely once arriving at the target point. (m)
20.0
end speed scale A speed multiplier - between the drifting radius
and the capture radius the vehicle speed decreases
linearly from speed to speed× end speed scale.
0.5
targets filter size Length of the target point filter - the user can specify
the length of a moving average filter for the target
point.
1
display filtered target Display a point in the pMarineV iewer visualizer for
the filtered target point.
true
display unfiltered targets Display points in the pMarineV iewer visualizer for
all the points in the moving average filter.
false
display radii Display circles in the pMarineV iewer visualizer cor-
responding to the capture, slip and drifting radii.
true
display statistics Display statistics in the pMarineV iewer visualizer
related to power consumption of the vehicle.
true
display drift Display a vector in the pMarineV iewer visualizer
indicating the direction and magnitude of the ocean
current acting on the vehicle.
true
Table 3.1: Parameters of the DriftingTarget behaviour.
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3.3 Managing Acoustic Pings -
ManageAcousticPing & AcousticPingPlanner Behaviours
In order for a formation control behaviour to function, it must be able to generate a target
position for its vehicle such that the vehicle is directed to a desired point in the formation.
To do so, acoustic pings containing information about the relative positions of neighbouring
vehicles must be received and filtered (since bearing/range measurements have noise). This
information is what allows a formation control behaviour to competently plan a target point
for its vehicle, and the process of handling acoustic pings is performed by the following two
behaviours - ManageAcousticPing and AcousticPingPlanner.
3.3.1 ManageAcousticPing Behaviour
The purpose of the ManageAcousticPing behaviour is simple - upon reception of a range
and bearing measurement, this behaviour filters the measurement, converts it to Cartesian
coordinates, and stores this point in memory as a neighbour position for use by inheriting
behaviours. Table 3.2 lists behaviour-specific parameters which the user can specify, along
with an explanatory description of each. Unless otherwise specified, the default values listed
are those used during simulation and testing of my behaviours.
Algorithm 3 lists the pseudo-code for the two primary functions of the ManageAcous-
ticPing behaviour which allow it to update neighbour positions from received pings. When a
formation control behaviour of a vehicle receives a ping, it obtains a bearing measurement, a
globally unique vehicle ID, and a time difference. It can then call the updateNeighbourPos−
ition(dt, θ) function listed in algorithm 3 in order to localize the vehicle’s neighbours. The
basic process of this function is as follows - given the time difference (between transmission
and reception of the ping) and the bearing of a ping, it first finds (in a storage dictionary)
the corresponding vehicle which generated the ping (in our case this correspondence is per-
formed explicitly by transmitting globally unique vehicle IDs, although for formation control
behaviours that do not require IDs, this can be performed via a point-correspondence algo-
rithm, thus reducing communication requirements); following this, it updates (or if a ping
from that vehicle does not yet exist in the dictionary, adds) the position of the corresponding
neighbour via a weighted moving average filter.
Filtering of the ping is performed using a weighted moving average filter, which operates
as follows - when a new ping is received from a given neighbour, the filterP ing(ID, ping)
function first retrieves a filter dictionary corresponding to that neighbour; it then adds a new
entry to this dictionary with a key set to the current mission time, and the value set to the
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received ping (time difference and bearing pair); following this, it iterates over all the key-
value pairs in this dictionary, subtracting the key (which is the time at which that value was
added) from the current time, and removing that pair from the dictionary if this time differ-
ence is greater than the user-specified filter time-out; the remaining values in the dictionary
are weighted by a value inversely proportional to its age in the filter, summed, and averaged;
finally, a polar to Cartesian conversion is applied to the range (where range is calculated as
the time difference multiplied by the specified acoustic sound speed) and bearing, and this
point is returned as the updated filtered position of the neighbour.
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Figure 3.5: Plot comparing the actual, noisy (measured), and filtered range measurements; to
highlight the filtering effect, the noise added to the actual range is Gaussian with a standard
deviation of 3m, and the filter time-out is set to 360s; pings occur every 30s.
This filtering approach does fairly well in removing the noise associated with bearing/range
measurements, but, as expected, it adds a latency when comparing the actual position to the
filtered position. This ’lag’ can be seen in figure 3.5, along with the desired ’smoothing’ effect.
This associated latency results in inaccurate neighbour positioning primarily when either the
neighbour or the vehicle is moving (the filtered position lags the actual position by a few
meters). When both vehicles are still or drifting, then this filtering allows the vehicle to
effectively remove noise from the measured positions of neighbouring vehicles.
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Algorithm 3 ManageAcousticPing update function on ping reception.
1: procedure ManageAcousticPing::updateNeighbourPosition(dt, θ)
2: ping neigbour ← ping(dt, θ)
3: ping neigbour key ← find corresponding source ID of ping neighbour . in simulation
this is done via explicit passing of vehicle IDs, but in reality can be done using some form
of point-correspondence
4: neighbour pos dictionary[ping neighbour key] ← call
filterP ing(ping neighbour key, ping neigbour)
5: end procedure
6:
7: procedure ManageAcousticPing::filterPing(ID, ping)
8: filtered pos← point(None,None)
9: accum weights← 0
10: accum range← 0
11: accum sin bearing ← 0
12: accum cos bearing ← 0
13: curr time← get current mission time
14: ping filter ← ping filter dictionary[ID]
15: ping filter[curr time]← ping
16: for key-value pair (ping time, ping value) in ping filter do
17: if (curr time− ping time) ≥ ping filter timeout then
18: ping filter.delete(ping time)
19: else
20: range← ping value.dt× sound speed
21: bearing ← ping value.θ
22: weight← 1− ((curr time− ping time)÷ ping filter timeout)
23: accum weights← accum weights+ weight
24: accum range← accum range+ (weight× range)
25: accum sin bearing ← accum sin bearing + (weight× sin(bearing))
26: accum cos bearing ← accum cos bearing + (weight× cos(bearing))
27: end if
28: end for
29: range filtered← accum range÷ accum weights
30: bearing filtered← atan2(accum sin bearing, accum cos bearing)
31: filtered pos ← point(x, y) from polar to Cartesian conversion of
(range filtered, bearing filtered)
32: return (filtered pos, curr time)
33: end procedure
34:
35: procedure ManageAcousticPing::getNeighbourPos()
36: return neighbour pos dictionary
37: end procedure
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Parameter Description Default
ping filter timeout Maximum ping age of the ping filter - the user can
specify the maximum ping age of a weighted mov-
ing average filter; pings greater than this age are re-
moved from the filter. (s)
120.0
contact timeout Maximum ping age of a neighbour - pings from neigh-
bours remain in memory until this age (this value is
not used by ManageAcousticPing, but is available for
inheriting behaviours for neighbour management).
(s)
120.0
sound speed The acoustic sound speed. (m/s) 1500.0
display filtered contact Display a point in the pMarineV iewer visualizer of
the filtered neighbour position.
false
display unfiltered contact Display points in the pMarineV iewer visualizer for
all the neighbour positions in the filter.
false
Table 3.2: Parameters of the ManageAcousticPing behaviour.
3.3.2 AcousticPingPlanner Behaviour
Since some of my formation control behaviours require a user-specified formation, some way
of providing this information to behaviours had to be implemented. This is the job of the
AcousticPingPlanner behaviour - essentially this behaviour provides the user with a method
of specifying the desired geometry of the formation, and provides inheriting behaviours with a
data structure holding this user-specified geometry. Table 3.3 lists behaviour-specific param-
eters which the user can specify, along with an explanatory description of each. As you can
see, there is only one parameter, called node offsets. This parameter should be specified by
the user multiple times, with one value for each vehicle in the formation, using the following
string format - ”name = vehiclename, x = x position, y = y position”. vehiclename speci-
fies the globally unique vehicle ID (unused for some of my formation control behaviours), and
x position and y position specify the global coordinates of the desired vehicle position in the
formation. It is important that this collection of specified positions is consistent across all
vehicles in the swarm (i.e. all vehicles share the same plan).
Parameter Description Default
node offsets A string allowing the user to specify the ID and
position of a vehicle in a desired formation; this
string must have the following format: ”name =
vehiclename, x = x position, y = y position”
None
Table 3.3: Parameters of the AcousticPingPlanner behaviour.
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The AcousticPingPlanner behaviour does one thing - it reads in the specified node offsets
values, subtracts all other node offsets values from the node offsets value corresponding
to the vehicle on which it is running, and stores this relative plan as a dictionary for use by
inheriting behaviours. Pseudo-code for this is shown in algorithm 4.
The ManageAcousticPing and AcousticPingPlanner behaviours allow inheriting behaviours
to access a dictionary of neighbour positions calculated from measured pings, and a dictio-
nary of desired neighbour positions that are user-specified. A function is provided by both
the ManageAcousticPing and AcousticPingPlanner behaviours in order to access these dic-
tionaries - getNeighbourPos() and getNeighbourP lan(), as shown at the ends of algorithm
3 and algorithm 4 respectively.
Algorithm 4 AcousticPingPlanner function to read user-specified formation plan.
1: procedure AcousticPingPlanner::setFormationPlan()
2: read in all node offsets and add to dictionary: neighbour pos plan[vehiclename]←
point(x position, y position)
3: for all points in neighbour pos plan, subtract point corresponding to ownship position
4: remove point corresponding to ownship position from neighbour pos plan
5: end procedure
6:
7: procedure AcousticPingPlanner::getNeighbourPlan()
8: return neighbour pos plan
9: end procedure
3.4 Formation Control Algorithm 1 -
BHV AttractionRepulsion Behaviour
The first of my formation control behaviours was inspired by many of the physics-based ap-
proaches described in section 2.3.1, and in particular, utilizes ideas from Pinciroli et al. [30],
Gazi and Passino [31], and Lee and Chong [49], but with a couple of novel differences. The
idea behaind the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour is rooted in the behaviour of atoms
and inter-atomic forces. When thinking about the behaviour of atoms, it is reasonable to
assume that atoms will organize themselves so as to minimize the total potential energy of
the system - intuitively, this organization should produce a hexagonal lattice, as atoms pack
themselves together much like balls in a box. Indeed, it is conjectured that the minimum
energy state will produce a hexagonal lattice, with models such as the bubble raft [60] being
used to describe the behaviour of crystalline materials. With this in mind, this first behaviour
uses this inter-atomic artificial force approach to construct a hexagonal lattice from our swarm
of AUVs, where each AUV acts like an ’atom’ in a crystalline material.
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Inheriting functionality from the ManageAcousticPing behaviour, BHV AttractionRepul-
sion gains access to the positions of neighbouring vehicles. Table 3.4 reveals that this be-
haviour really has only one notable parameter - the separation distance, which allows the
user to specify the distance between vehicles in the hexagonal lattice (this can be thought
of as the ’size’ of the atoms). In theory, BHV AttractionRepulsion does not require vehicles
to exchange globally unique IDs, and does not require a user-specified plan; vehicles only
need to know the positions of their neighbours, and the structure of the lattice formation is
constructed in an emergent manner.
Parameter Description Default
contact rangeout Backup distance above which neighbour pings are
ignored. (m)
650.0
separation distance Distance of lattice node separation. (m) 300.0
display neighbour hull Display a polygon in the pMarineV iewer visualizer
showing the convex hull of the 3 vehicles involved in
the behaviour.
true
Table 3.4: Important parameters of the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour.
Figure 3.6: Top: Integral of attraction/repulsion potential function. Bottom: Potential func-
tion with repulsion as negative potential and attraction as positive potential; zero potential
occurs at 300m.
At the core of the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour is an attraction/repulsion potential
function which enables the creation of the desired lattice, similar to the potential functions
described in the work of Pinciroli et al. [30], and Gazi and Passino [31]. These potential
functions attract and repel neighbouring vehicles such that they stabilize at a desired distance
from one another. Pinciroli et al. [30] use the well known Lennard-Jones potential function;
however, a critical limitation of this function is that the attraction term decays as a power
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law, meaning that the potential will fail to attract neighbours at large distances, or will only
attract neighbours slowly. Gazi and Passino [31] present three different potential functions,
which allow them to circumvent this issue. In a similar manner, I select a potential function
with unbounded repulsion and constant attraction, listed in equation 3.2 as df(r)dr , and shown
in figure 3.6 as the lower plot. In this figure the desired separation distance is 300m, the
attractive portion of the function is constant at 1, and the repulsive portion has the form
−2a2
r3
where a is a constant and r is the distance from the vehicle. It can be seen that the
potential is zero at the desired distance of 300m. My approach differs from those described in
section 2.3.1 in one important respect - instead of directly using the potential as a means of
controlling the vehicle to the zero potential distance, I instead use the integral of the potential,
and perform direct optimization on this integral function. Equation 3.1 lists this function,
f(r), and it is illustrated at the top of figure 3.6. It is apparent that the minimum of f(r)
exists at the desired separation distance. f(r) is given by:
f(r) = (
a
r
)2 + (r − b) (3.1)
The derivative of f(r) yields the potential function as described previously. Solving for
the zero potential allows us to determine the value of a in terms of the desired separation
distance, s, as follows:
df(r)
dr
= 1− 2a
2
r3
(3.2)
let
df(r)
dr
= 0
1− 2a
2
r3
= 0
a2 =
r3
2
let a =
√
s3
2
let b = 3 · s
The value of b was selected to be 3 · s for convenience. Substituting a and b back into
equation 3.1 gives us f(r) in terms of our desired separation distance, s, as follows:
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f(r) = (
s3
2 · r2 ) + (r − 3 · s) (3.3)
f(r := s) = (
s3
2 · s2 ) + (s− 3 · s)
= −1.5 · s
The minimum occurs when r := s, with a value of −1.5 · s. Finally, to convert f(r) to a
2D plane, we substitute r with
√
x2 + y2:
f(x, y) = (
s3
2 · (
√
x2 + y2)2
) + ((
√
x2 + y2)− 3 · s) (3.4)
f(x, y) gives us a surface over which to minimize; when multiple instances of f(x, y) are
centred over the positions of a vehicle’s neighbours, then performing a minimization over this
sum of surfaces yields a locally optimal solution for the position of the vehicle, such that the
vehicle attempts to maintain the desired separation distance. Thus, the surface over which
we wish to minimize is the cost function given by:
C(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
(
s3
2 · (√(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)2 ) + ((
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)− 3 · s) (3.5)
Where (xi, yi) are the positions for n neighbours. The minimization that we perform is
therefore given by:
(x∗, y∗) = argmin
(x,y)
n∑
i=1
(
s3
2 · (√(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)2 ) + ((
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)− 3 · s)
(3.6)
For the purposes of visualizing this surface, figure 3.7 illustrates an example where a ve-
hicle has two neighbours; one at (−280,−81), and the other at (−25,−193). The output of
minimization gives an optimal location of (−45, 106); moving the vehicle to this position would
result in it being 300m from both it’s neighbours, as desired. Note that although the surface
has two minima, reflected along the line defined by the positions of the vehicle’s neighbours,
the minimization is initialized at (0, 0), resulting in the selection of the closer minimum via
gradient descent.
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Cost Function C(x,y) with Two Neighbours
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Figure 3.7: Cost function surface in vehicle’s local reference frame, with two neighbour vehi-
cles, one at (−280,−81) and the other at (−25,−193); Two minima are apparent, and the
closer one (at (−45, 106)) is chosen as the target point of the vehicle; this target point results
in the vehicle being at the desired separation distance of 300m from both its neighbours.
Unfortunately, simply minimizing over the summed cost functions of all a vehicle’s neigh-
bours (within the communications radius) does not result in the desired lattice formation.
This can be explained by the fact that the summation of cost surfaces (analogous to attrac-
tive/repulsive forces) alters the minima depending on the number of neighbours and their
positions with respect to the vehicle; vehicles at the outer edge of the formation tend to
distribute themselves further apart, since less force is acting upon them, while vehicles sur-
rounded by neighbours tend to be distributed in a more concentrated manner. This issue
occurs in many physics-based approaches, and is usually solved by careful selection of which
neighbours are used to influence the vehicle. In my approach, the vehicle selects only two
neighbours, using the same approach as that of Lee and Chong [49] - the first neighbour is
selected as the closest neighbour, and the second is selected such that the sum of the edge
lengths of the triangle created by the vehicle and its two neighbours is minimal. However,
selecting only two neighbours results in a new problem - the formation can ’fracture’ and
break apart. This occurs when two subsets of vehicles only select neighbours amongst their
respective subsets; an illustration of this is shown in figure 3.8. In an attempt to prevent this,
an additional term is added to the cost function which attracts the vehicle to the centroid
point of all its neighbours. Thus, our final cost function is of the form:
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C(x, y) =
∑
(xi,yi)∈Ns
(
s3
2 · (√(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)2 ) + ((
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)− 3 · s)
+ 1e−5 · (
√
(x−
∑n
j=1(xj)
n
)2 + (y −
∑n
j=1(yj)
n
)2)2 (3.7)
Where Ns is the set of positions of the two selected neighbours, n is the total number
of neighbours in the vehicle’s communications radius, and (xj , yj) are the positions of these
neighbours. This cost function is minimized in my implementation using the open source
non-linear optimization library, NLopt [61].
Figure 3.8: Illustration of formation ’fracturing’ - grey triangles indicate a vehicle’s neighbour
selection triangle; here the 3 vehicles on the right have selected their two neighbours only
amongst themselves, and similarly, the 8 left side vehicles have selected their two neighbours
amongst themselves, resulting in the 3 vehicles drifting away from the majority.
Finally, given this insight of how BHV AttractionRepulsion operates, we can summarize
the approach in algorithm 5. This behaviour runs on each vehicle, in a distributed fashion.
We have the following definitions - (xos, yos) denotes the ownship position, which is always set
to (0, 0), as each vehicle operates in a local coordinate frame with itself at the origin; CR is
the ownship sensing/communications radius, a circular area around the vehicle within which
it can determine its neighbours positions (performed by the ManageAcousticPing behaviour);
N = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)} is the set of neighbour positions within CR that the vehicle
senses; finally Ns = {(xi, yi), (xj , yj)} is the set of the two neighbour positions selected for
the optimization procedure. Finally, the behaviour running on a swarm of 20 AUVs in the
MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed is shown in figure 3.9.
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Algorithm 5 BHV AttractionRepulsion main loop.
1: procedure BHV AttractionRepulsion::onRunState()
2: N ← call ManageAcousticP ing :: getNeighbourPos()
3: neighbour centroid← (0, 0)
4: closest neighbour ← None
5: closest dist←∞
6: for (x, y) ∈ N do
7: if
√
x2 + y2 ≤ contact rangeout then
8: neighbour centroid← neighbour centroid+ (x, y)
9: if
√
x2 + y2 < closest dist then
10: closest neighbour ← (x, y)
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: neighbour centroid← neighbour centroid÷N.size()
15: N ← N \ closest neighbour
16: second neighbour ← None
17: shortest tri length←∞
18: for (x, y) ∈ N do
19: if
√
x2 + y2 ≤ contact rangeout then
20: if
√
(closest neighbour.x− x)2 + (closest neighbour.y − y)2 +
√
x2 + y2 <
shortest tri length then
21: second neighbour ← (x, y)
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: Ns ← ((closest neighbour.x, closest neighbour.y),
26: (second neighbour.x, second neighbour.y))
27: cost ← ∑(xi,yi)∈Ns( separation dist32 · (√(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2)2 ) + ((√(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2) − 3 ·
separation dist)+1e−5 ·(√(x− neighbour centroid.x)2 + (y − neighbour centroid.y)2)2
28: (x∗, y∗)← (0, 0)
29: (x∗, y∗)← argmin
(x,y)
(cost)
30: call DriftingTarget :: addRelativeTargetToF ilter(x∗, y∗)
31: end procedure
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Figure 3.9: BHV AttractionRepulsion running on a swarm of 20 AUVs in the MOOS-IvP
Simulation Test-Bed.
3.5 Formation Control Algorithm 2 -
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing Behaviour
The second of my formation control behaviours was motivated by a number of shortcomings
observed in the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour - BHV AttractionRepulsion does not
allow us to form lattice or pattern formations other than the hexagonal lattice; the movement
of vehicles tend to be erratic and chaotic during formation establishment; and lattices have
the tendency to form with ’defects’. As a result of these limitations, a new behaviour, called
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, was developed to observe how formation control could
be improved with the use of additional information in the form of globally unique vehicle IDs
and a user-specified formation plan. Considering the desired properties of the formation con-
trol behaviour - we wish it to be rotationally and transationally invariant (i.e. the formation
should not operate within a predetermined frame of reference, and should be free to rotate
and move under the influence of external forces), I came up with a simple formation control
strategy based on trigonometric rules.
Inheriting functionality from the ManageAcousticPing and AcousticPingPlanner behavi-
ours, BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing gains access to the actual and desired relative po-
sitions of neighbouring vehicles. Table 3.5 reveals that this behaviour does not really have
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any notable parameters. BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing uses the parameters specified
by AcousticPingPlanner to determine the globally unique IDs for vehicles, and to obtain the
desired geometric plan for the formation (see section 3.3.2 for the AcousticPingPlanner pa-
rameters).
Parameter Description Default
contact rangeout Backup distance above which neighbour pings are
ignored. (m)
650.0
display unaveraged targets Display points in the pMarineV iewer visualizer cor-
responding to the target points from all neighbour
pairs.
false
display unaveraged hull Display a polygon in the pMarineV iewer visualizer
showing the convex hull of the target points from all
neighbour pairs.
false
Table 3.5: Important parameters of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing behaviour.
The basic idea behind BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing is this - given a pair of neigh-
bours and a predefined plan that details how we wish the vehicle to be placed in reference to
this pair, we can use simple trigonometric rules to calculate where the vehicle should actually
be positioned in reference to this pair; essentially, the neighbour pair provides us with a refer-
ence frame in which we can perform our geometric calculations. When there are n neighbours
within the vehicle’s communications radius, then the number of possible pairs is n(n−1)2 . We
consider each possible pair, look up this pair in our plan to determine how our vehicle should
be placed in reference to it, then calculate the corresponding position given the actual po-
sitions of the neighbour pair. Obviously, this provides us with n(n−1)2 target points for our
vehicle - to collapse this group into a single point, the weighted centroid of the group is used as
the target point of our vehicle, and the vehicle is driven to this position. The basic idea is il-
lustrated in figure 3.10 for a single neighbour pair, and in figure 3.11 for three neighbour pairs.
We now provide a more detailed explanation of the steps of the BHV PairwiseNeighbour-
Referencing algorithm. Given the set of n neighbour positions N = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...
(xn, yn)} detected within the vehicle’s communications radius CR, the behaviour loops through
all possible pairs of neighbours and performs the following - for each neighbour pair, it first
looks up in the formation plan the corresponding relative positions of the pair; it then cal-
culates the distance from the vehicle to the midpoint of the pair in the plan, as well as
the angle from this midpoint to the vehicle with respect to the line connecting the pair (as
shown at leftmost in figure 3.11); it then uses this calculated distance and angle to project
a target point from the midpoint of the actual positions of the pair (as shown in centre of
figure 3.11); after performing these calculations for all pairs of neighbours, it then calcu-
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Plan Trigonometric Calculations Move to Target
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AUV 1 target point
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ping: AUV 3
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AUV 1 target point
Figure 3.10: Illustration of the geometric principles behind
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing running on AUV 1 for a single neighbour pair (AUV 2,
AUV 3).
Plan Trigonometric Calculations Move to Centroid
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(300, 0)
335.41
335.41
212.132
63.435◦
116.565◦ ping:AUV 2
(x2, y2)
ping:AUV 3
(x3, y3)
ping:AUV 4
(x4, y4)
335.41
335.41212.132
116.565◦
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ping:AUV 2
(x2, y2)
ping:AUV 3
(x3, y3)
ping:AUV 4
(x4, y4)
AUV 1 target point
Figure 3.11: Illustration of the geometric principles behind
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing running on AUV 1 for three neighbour pairs (AUV 2,
AUV 3), (AUV 3, AUV 4) and (AUV 2, AUV 4).
lates the weighted centroid of all the target points generated by the neighbour pairs (where
the weight is inversely proportional to the distance between the midpoint of the pair and
the vehicle); finally, the vehicle is directed to this centroid point (as shown at rightmost in
figure 3.11). This approach is summarized in algorithm 6, and as with all my behaviours,
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing runs on each vehicle in a distributed fashion. We denote
the set of planned vehicle positions as Np = {(xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...(xpm, ypm)} for a swarm
of m vehicles, where (xp1, yp1) corresponds to the planned position of the neighbour with po-
sition (x1, y1). The behaviour running on a swarm of 22 AUVs in the MOOS-IvP Simulation
Test-Bed is shown in figure 3.12. Because the user can specify a desired formation plan and
there are globally unique IDs, an advantage of this approach is that formations of arbitrary
shapes can be constructed. In this case, the letters ’NR’ are formed by the 22 AUVs.
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Algorithm 6 BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing main loop.
1: procedure BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing::onRunState()
2: N ← call ManageAcousticP ing :: getNeighbourPos()
3: Np ← call AcousticP ingP lanner :: getNeighbourP lan()
4: target← (0, 0)
5: weight← 0
6: for (xi, yi) ∈ N do
7: for (xj , yj) ∈ N \ (xi, yi) do
8: midpoint plan← ((xpi, ypi) + (xpj , ypj))÷ 2
9: dist plan←
√
midpoint plan.x2 +midpoint plan.y2
10: angle plan← atan2(midpoint plan.y,midpoint plan.x)−atan2(ypj−ypi, xpj−
xpi)
11: midpoint actual← ((xi, yi) + (xj , yj))÷ 2
12: if
√
midpoint actual.x2 +midpoint actual.y2 > contact rangeout then
13: continue
14: end if
15: subtarget ← midpoint actual + (dist plan · sin(angle plan), dist plan ·
cos(angle plan))
16: subtarget ← (1 −
√
midpoint actual.x2 +midpoint actual.y2 ÷
contact rangeout) · subtarget
17: target← target+ subtarget
18: weight ← weight + (1 −
√
midpoint actual.x2 +midpoint actual.y2 ÷
contact rangeout)
19: end for
20: end for
21: target← target÷ weight
22: call DriftingTarget :: addRelativeTargetToF ilter(target.x, target.y)
23: end procedure
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Figure 3.12: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing running on a swarm of 22 AUVs in the
MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed (the formed letters ’NR’ are upside-down to the viewer).
3.6 Formation Control Algorithm 3 -
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration Behaviour
Although the relatively simple approach of BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing proved to be
remarkably successful in constructing and maintaining a desired formation, the development
of another behaviour was motivated by a desire to improve on efficiency. When running
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, it is noticeable that many of the vehicles tend to move
away and then re-approach their final positions in the formation during construction, in a
kind of ’arc-shaped’ manoeuvre. This manoeuvre needlessly consumes energy; it would be
more desirable if vehicles approached their positions in the formation directly along a straight-
line path. With this motivation in mind, I developed the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
behaviour. Inheriting functionality from the ManageAcousticPing and AcousticPingPlanner
behaviours, BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration gains access to the actual and desired relative
positions of neighbouring vehicles. BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration uses the parameters
specified by AcousticPingPlanner to determine the globally unique IDs for vehicles, and to
obtain the desired geometric plan for the formation (see section 3.3.2 for the AcousticPing-
Planner parameters).
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration was inspired, in part, by the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm of Besl and McKay [62]. The ICP algorithm is widely used to align two
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Parameter Description Default
contact rangeout Backup distance above which neighbour pings are
ignored. (m)
650.0
ownship weight The weighting wi associated with the ownship posi-
tion in the plan (0,0) - a lower weight means that the
plan will conform more closely to neighbours.
1.0
display rigid registration points Display points in the pMarineV iewer visualizer cor-
responding to the plan positions included in the rigid
transformation calculation.
false
display rigid registration hull Display a polygon in the pMarineV iewer visual-
izer showing the convex hull of the plan positions
included in the rigid transformation calculation.
false
Table 3.6: Important parameters of the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration behaviour.
point clouds without knowledge of the individual point correspondences between the two
clouds - it can be described by three steps; firstly, correspondences are computed between the
two point clouds, using some distance metric; secondly, the optimal rigid transformation is
calculated between the corresponding points using a mean squared error cost function; finally,
one point cloud is transformed to the other, and the process is repeated. Now, considering
the problem we are trying to address, it is quite apparent that the second step of this algo-
rithm is highly suited to our needs. In our case, given a user-specified formation plan and the
use of globally unique IDs, the correspondences between the desired formation positions and
the actual vehicle positions are explicitly known; this leaves us with simply calculating the
optimal rigid transformation between the two, a problem known as the orthogonal Procrustes
or the rigid point set registration problem.
Calculate and
Perform Rigid Transformation
AUV 6 and Neighbours AUV 6 Plan
ID: AUV 6
(0, 0)
ID: AUV 5
(−75, 75)
ID: AUV 7
(75,−75)
ID: AUV 8
(150,−150)
ID: AUV 9
(150,−50)
ID: AUV 10
(150, 50)
ID: AUV 11
(150, 150)
ID: AUV 1
(−150,−150)
ID: AUV 2
(−150,−50)
ID: AUV 3
(−150, 50)
ID: AUV 4
(−150, 150)
CR
- sensed neighbours
- unsensed neighbours
no ping:AUV 1
(x1, y1)
no ping:AUV 3
(x3, y3)
ping:AUV 2
(x2, y2)
ping:AUV 4
(x4, y4)
ping:AUV 5
(x5, y5)
ID: AUV 6
(0, 0)
ping:AUV 7
(x7, y7)
ping:AUV 9
(x9, y9)
no ping:AUV 8
(x8, y8)
ping:AUV 10
(x10, y10)
no ping:AUV 11
(x11, y11)
plan:AUV 10
plan:AUV 9
plan:AUV 7
plan:AUV 6
plan:AUV 5
plan:AUV 4
plan:AUV 2
AUV 6 target point
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the operational principles of BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration; for
the neighbours within the vehicles CR, the corresponding points from the plan are rotated
and translated to best fit the actual neighbour positions (the CR is reduced for illustrative
purposes).
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The operational principles of BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration are illustrated in figure
3.13, and the behaviour operates in a distributed manner in the following way - given the
set of relative neighbour positions plus the ownship position N = {(xos, yos) = (0, 0), (x1, y1),
(x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)}, with n detected neighbours within the vehicle’s communications radius
CR, the behaviour first looks up their corresponding relative positions in the user-defined
formation plan, given by Np = {(xpos , ypos) = (0, 0), (xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...(xpn, ypn)}, where
(xp1, yp1) corresponds to the planned position of the neighbour with position (x1, y1); given
these two sets of points with known correspondences, it then calculates the rigid transforma-
tion that best aligns Np with N in the least squares sense, as follows, where R is a rotation
matrix and ~t is a translation vector:
(R,~t) = argmin
R,~t
n∑
i=1
wi||(R
[
xpi
ypi
]
+ ~t)−
[
xi
yi
]
||2 (3.8)
Where wi is a weighting associated with each point pair. This minimization problem has
a closed-form solution using a singular value decomposition based method, the mathematical
details of which can be found in Sorkine’s notes [63]. The steps of the closed-form solution
are:
1. Compute the weighted centroid of both point sets:
[
x˜p y˜p
]
=
∑n
i=1wi
[
xpi ypi
]
∑n
i=1wi
,
[
x˜ y˜
]
=
∑n
i=1wi
[
xi yi
]
∑n
i=1wi
2. Translate each point set by their centroids so that each is centred at their origins:
I =

I11 I12
I21 I22
...
In1 In2
 :=

xp1 yp1
xp2 yp2
...
xpn ypn
−

x˜p y˜p
x˜p y˜p
...
x˜p y˜p
 ,
J =

J11 J12
J21 J22
...
Jn1 Jn2
 :=

x1 y1
x2 y2
...
xn yn
−

x˜ y˜
x˜ y˜
...
x˜ y˜

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3. Compute the 2× 2 covariance matrix:
S = ITWJ
with W = diag(w1, w2, . . . , wn)
4. Compute the the singular value decomposition of S:
S = UΣV T
5. The rotation is then given by:
R = V
[
1 0
0 det(V UT )
]
UT
6. And the translation is given by:
~t =
[
x˜
y˜
]
−R
[
x˜p
y˜p
]
Once this computation is performed, the calculated rotation and transformation is applied
to the formation plan Np (as shown at rightmost of figure 3.13). Finally, this transformation
produces a target point for a vehicle corresponding to the vehicle’s position in the transformed
plan, and the vehicle is driven towards this point. The BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration al-
gorithm is summarized in algorithm 7. The open source linear algebra library, Armadillo, is
used in my implementation [64].
Note that table 3.6 reveals that there is one notable parameter, the onwship weight, that
specifies the weighting wi associated with the ownship position in the plan (which is always
(0, 0), since the plan for each vehicle has the vehicle at the origin). Other than this user-
specified weight, the weights of neighbours are hard-set to 1.0. Varying this ownship weight
allows the user to determine how much the ownship is taken into account during the rigid
transformation calculation - lowering it will cause the plan to conform more tightly to the
vehicle’s neighbours causing the vehicle’s target to be further from it, while increasing it will
cause the vehicle’s target to remain closer to it; essentially this parameter can control how
’rigid’ the formation is. Finally, we show in figure 3.14 the behaviour running on a swarm
of 22 AUVs in the MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed. As before, since the user can specify
the formation plan and there are globally unique IDs, the letters ’NR’ are formed by the 22
vehicles.
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Algorithm 7 BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration main loop.
1: procedure BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration::onRunState()
2: N ← call ManageAcousticP ing :: getNeighbourPos()
3: Np ← call AcousticP ingP lanner :: getNeighbourP lan()
4: target← (0, 0)
5: XN ← empty (n+ 1)× 2 matrix
6: XN [0, :]← [0 0]
7: XNp ← empty (n+ 1)× 2 matrix
8: XNp[0, :]← [0 0]
9: weights← (n+ 1)× 1 matrix of ones
10: weights[0]← ownship weight
11: for (xi, yi) ∈ N do
12: if
√
x2i + y
2
i ≤ contact rangeout then
13: XN [i, :]← [xi yi]
14: XNp[i, :]← [xpi ypi]
15: end if
16: end for
17: [x˜ y˜]← ((weightsT )(XN ))/sum(weights)
18: [x˜p y˜p]← ((weightsT )(XNp))/sum(weights)
19: J ← matrix for all rows in XN , subtract [x˜ y˜]
20: I ← matrix for all rows in XNp, subtract [x˜p y˜p]
21: S ← (IT )(diag(weights))(J)
22: [U, s, V ]← svd(S) . perform singular value decomposition
23: R← V
[
1 0
0 det(V UT )
]
UT
24: ~t← [x˜ y˜]T −R [x˜p y˜p]T
25: transformed XNp ← (R)(XNpT )
26: for all rows in transformed XNp add ~t
27: target← (transformed XNp[0, 0], transformed XNp[0, 1])
28: call DriftingTarget :: addRelativeTargetToF ilter(target.x, target.y)
29: end procedure
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Figure 3.14: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration running on a swarm of 22 AUVs in the MOOS-
IvP Simulation Test-Bed.
3.7 Formation Control Algorithm 4 -
BHV AssignmentRegistration Behaviour
Given a user-defined formation plan and the ability to exchange globally unique IDs between
vehicles, BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration appears to construct the desired formation in a
fairly optimal way - the vehicles move to their respective positions in the formation using
near-direct paths. A question then arises - is it possible to assign vehicles to positions in the
formation dynamically? If we were able assign the correspondences dynamically in such a way
that we minimize the length of time it takes to construct the formation, we would be able to
avoid the numerous crossed paths that occur with BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration during
formation construction and in doing so, reduce overall energy expenditure. In addition, vehi-
cles would no longer be required to exchange IDs, thus theoretically reducing communications
requirements. With this question in mind, I developed the BHV AssignmentRegistration
behaviour. As with BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration, BHV AssignmentRegistration gains
access to the actual and desired relative positions of neighbouring vehicles via ManageAcous-
ticPing and AcousticPingPlanner. However, it uses the parameters specified by AcousticPing-
Planner only to obtain the desired geometric plan for the formation (see section 3.3.2 for the
AcousticPingPlanner parameters).
The main idea behind BHV AssignmentRegistration is this - somehow compute an op-
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timal assignment in the plan for the vehicle it is running on and its neighbours, based on
the positions of the neighbours within its communications radius, CR; then calculate and
perform the rigid transformation on the corresponding neighbour positions from the plan, in
the same manner as was performed for BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration; and finally, direct
the vehicle to its transformed plan position, and iterate. The main issue that must be ad-
dressed is how to compute these optimal assignments, a problem that is extremely difficult
to solve. An approach has to be developed where, given a set of neighbour positions that is
a subset of the entire formation, we must somehow determine which portion of the formation
best fits this subset - in essence, the vehicle must determine which point in the formation it
is most suited to using only the positions of its neighbours. Now, if each vehicle is able to
measure the positions of all other vehicles in the formation, then the problem is simplified
dramatically - vehicles can simply use an assignment algorithm, such as the Hungarian or
Kuhn–Munkres algorithm to determine an optimal assignment for itself and its neighbours,
and since each vehicle has access to the positions of all others, running the same algorithm
on all vehicles will naturally result in the same assignment solution being produced on all
vehicles. Rather, the difficulty lies in the fact that each vehicle in the formation can only
’see’ a subset of vehicles in the formation, and it is also likely that each vehicle ’sees’ a differ-
ent subset. Our main concern is how to find where in the formation each subset is best placed.
In an attempt to simplify the problem somewhat, we limit our formations to lattices -
formations that have repetitive patterns with more than one line of symmetry. In this way
the formation is made up of fundamental ’unit’ shapes, which, intuitively, may make it easier
to match vehicle positions to. In addition, we assume that at the beginning of formation
construction all vehicles are within the CR of one another, providing a common assignment
solution. My approach to the problem is essentially one of brute force, the steps of which are
outlined here:
1. Given the set defined by the ownship position and positions of its n neighbours N =
{(xos, yos) = (0, 0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)}, my algorithm first loops through all
points in the user-defined formation plan.
2. For each point (xp0, yp0) in the plan it then selects that point plus the n nearest points
to it in the plan (strictly speaking, for the nth nearest point, if there exists any other
points in the plan at the same distance, then those points are also selected), giving us
the set Np = {(xp0, yp0), (xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...(xpm, ypm)}, where m ≥ n.
3. N and Np are then aligned by subtraction of their respective centroids.
4. Following this, the algorithm then enters a second loop, during which the following
occurs on each iteration:
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(a) N is rotated by a user-specified δθ, resulting in the set Nθ = {(xθos, yθos), (xθ1, yθ1),
(xθ2, yθ2), ...(xθn, yθn)}; for clarity, we let (xθos, yθos) := (xθ0, yθ0).
(b) A cost matrix C of sizem×n is built, in which C(i, j) = √(xθj − xpi)2 + (yθj − ypi)2;
essentially this is a matrix of costs corresponding to the Euclidean distance between
each rotated point in Nθ and all points in Np.
(c) C is fed to an implementation of the Hungarian/Kuhn–Munkres [65] algorithm
(derived from [66]) to determine the optimal assignment between the Nθ and Np
points sets; the total cost for this assignment is compared to the cost for the
previous rotation, and kept if it is smaller.
(d) The loop terminates when a full rotation of N has been accomplished, resulting in
a set Nθ with a corresponding minimum cost and rotation value.
5. After looping through all points in the formation, the algorithm has a cost, assignment,
and plan point set Np associated with each point; the lowest cost assignment and cor-
responding Np are selected, and the points in Np are rearranged in order such that
point (xi, yi) in N is assigned to point (xpi, ypi) in Np; if m > n then the last m − n
elements are removed from Np; the algorithm now has the point sets N = {(xos, yos) =
(0, 0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)} andNp = {(xp0, yp0), (xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...(xpn, ypn)},
where point i in N is assigned to point i in Np.
6. Finally, given N and Np, the algorithm calculates the optimal least-squares rigid trans-
formation (equation 3.8) between the two in the same manner as is done by BHV Rigid-
NeighbourRegistration, and the vehicle is driven to the transformed ownship point.
Given the algorithmic complexity of BHV AssignmentRegistration, we do not attempt to
illustrate its operation. We note that this algorithm is computationally intensive, and does
not scale well when the formation size is very large, since it loops through all points in the
formation. However, because we restrict formations to lattices, it is possible to improve the
computation time of the algorithm by noting that given the communication range of the
vehicles, there are only a certain number of unique subsets of the formation - in this way the
algorithm can be augmented by only examining the set of points forming this unique subset.
In addition, the value of δθ significantly affects the processing time, as it determines how
many rotations are performed - this value is set to a default of 45◦, as shown in table 3.7.
Finally, a summary of the approach is provided in algorithm 8, and figure 3.15 displays the
behaviour running on a swarm of 20 AUVs in the MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed. The 20
AUVs construct a square lattice of size 4× 5, where each square is 300m× 300m.
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Algorithm 8 BHV AssignmentRegistration main loop.
1: procedure BHV AssignmentRegistration::onRunState()
2: N ← call ManageAcousticP ing :: getNeighbourPos()
3: Np ← call AcousticP ingP lanner :: getNeighbourP lan()
4: target← (0, 0)
5: XN ← empty (n+ 1)× 2 matrix
6: XN [0, :]← [0 0]
7: weights← (n+ 1)× 1 matrix of ones
8: weights[0]← ownship weight
9: for (xi, yi) ∈ N do
10: if
√
x2i + y
2
i ≤ contact rangeout then
11: XN [i, :]← [xi yi]
12: end if
13: end for
14: min cost list← empty list
15: min assignments list← empty list
16: min plan list← empty list
17: num rotations← 360.0÷ delta theta
18: for (xpi, ypi) ∈ Np do
19: XNp ← empty (m+ 1)× 2 matrix
20: XNp[0, :]← [xpi ypi]
21: XNp[1 : end, :]← fill with m closest points to (xpi, ypi)
22: [x˜ y˜]← ((weightsT )(XN ))/sum(weights)
23: [x˜p y˜p]← ((weightsT )(XNp))/sum(weights)
24: XN ← matrix for all rows in XN , subtract [x˜ y˜]
25: XNp ← matrix for all rows in XNp, subtract [x˜p y˜p]
26: min cost←∞
27: min assignments← None
28: costs← empty m× n matrix
29: for i = 1 to num rotations do
30: XNθ ← Xn rotated by i · delta theta
31: costs[j, k]←√(xθk − xpj)2 + (yθk − ypj)2
32: [curr cost, curr assignments]← call Kuhn–Munkres algorithm with costs ma-
trix
33: if curr cost < min cost then
34: min cost← curr cost
35: min assignments← curr assignments
36: end if
37: end for
38: min cost list.append(min cost)
39: min assignments list.append(min assignments)
40: min plan list.append(XNp)
41: end for
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42: [x˜ y˜]← ((weightsT )(XN ))/sum(weights)
43: J ← matrix for all rows in XN , subtract [x˜ y˜]
44: XNp ← matrix element of min plan list corresponding to min(min cost list)
45: XNp ← XNp with rows rearranged according to assignments specified by element of
min assignments list corresponding to min(min cost list)
46: [x˜p y˜p]← ((weightsT )(XNp))/sum(weights)
47: I ← matrix for all rows in XNp, subtract [x˜p y˜p]
48: S ← (IT )(diag(weights))(J)
49: [U, s, V ]← svd(S) . perform singular value decomposition
50: R← V
[
1 0
0 det(V UT )
]
UT
51: ~t← [x˜ y˜]T −R [x˜p y˜p]T
52: transformed XNp ← (R)(XNpT )
53: for all rows in transformed XNp add ~t
54: target← (transformed XNp[0, 0], transformed XNp[0, 1])
55: call DriftingTarget :: addRelativeTargetToF ilter(target.x, target.y)
56: end procedure
Parameter Description Default
contact rangeout Backup distance above which neighbour pings are
ignored. (m)
650.0
ownship weight The weighting wi associated with the ownship posi-
tion in the plan (0,0) - a lower weight means that the
plan will conform more closely to neighbours.
0.1
delta theta The amount of rotation δθ applied to the set N on
each iteration of the second loop. (degrees)
45.0
display rigid registration points Display points in the pMarineV iewer visualizer cor-
responding to the plan positions included in the rigid
transformation calculation.
false
display rigid registration hull Display a polygon in the pMarineV iewer visual-
izer showing the convex hull of the plan positions
included in the rigid transformation calculation.
false
Table 3.7: Important parameters of the BHV AssignmentRegistration behaviour.
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Figure 3.15: BHV AssignmentRegistration running on a swarm of 20 AUVs in the MOOS-IvP
Simulation Test-Bed.
3.8 Summary
This chapter has given the reader a comprehensive explanation of the algorithmic detail and
structure of the behaviours developed for this thesis. In particular, the four formation control
behaviours I have developed have been explained and discussed in depth, giving the reader
an understanding of how each one operates.
The remainder of the thesis is organized into three chapters. Chapter 4 gives the reader
an overview of the methodology, infrastructure, and comparison metrics used to evaluate each
behaviour in simulation. Chapter 5 provides the results and an analysis of the comparison
metrics. Finally, chapter 6 details a discussion of the results of the analysis, conclusions drawn
from this research, and future work to be undertaken.
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Chapter 4
Methodology, Infrastructure, and
Comparison Metrics
This chapter provides the reader with an abridged overview of the software environment and
infrastructure used to simulate the swarm of AUVs, which we name the MOOS-IvP Ocean
Simulation Test-Bed (screen-shots of which were provided throughout chapter 3). Addition-
ally, the four comparison scenarios used during testing are examined, and a detailed explana-
tion is provided of the formation quality metric developed in order to compare the ability of
each formation control behaviour. Finally, a brief explanation of methodology used for testing
and comparing each formation control behaviour is provided at the end of the chapter.
4.1 The MOOS-IvP Ocean Simulation Test-Bed
The MOOS-IvP Ocean Simulation Test-Bed is organized as illustrated in figure 4.1. As briefly
mentioned in section 2.2 and as can be seen in the diagram, the architecture runs using a
single centralized ’shoreside’ MOOS community alongside multiple AUV MOOS communities,
with each AUV in the swarm having their own community running identical MOOSApps. We
briefly describe the applications and operation of the AUV and shoreside communities here,
as well as how they interact with one another. We do not provide a detailed description of
each application or the general operational mechanisms of MOOS, as many of the applications
and their details can be found on the MOOS-IvP website [67], and the reader can obtain a
better understanding of MOOS in [3]. We elaborate primarily on the MOOSApps developed
especially for this thesis, indicated by the ? symbol in the lists below.
Each simulated AUV runs the following MOOSApps within its community:
• MOOSDB: the central database in which variables from MOOSApps are published to
and subscribed from.
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MOOS-IvP
Command and Observe
Goby-2 (acomms)
uFldPingManager (acoustic array noise)
pShare (inter-community comms)
pHostInfo (post shoreside IP)
uFldShoreBroker (auto determine IP)
pFormationQualityMetric (metric)
iMSEASOceanModelDirect (get ocean 
model data)
pMarineViewer (visualization)
MOOS-IvP
AUV ID: 'NODE_25'
Goby-2 (acomms)
pAcommsHandler (acomms simulation)
uSimMarine (vehicle nav simulation)
pMarinePID (vehicle control simulation)
pShare (inter-community comms)
pHostInfo (post AUV IP)
uFldNodeBroker (auto determine IP)
uSimConsumption (power use)
pHelmIvP (behavior arbitration)
pNodeReporter (post AUV nav to shore)
MOOS-IvP
AUV ID: 'NODE_1'
MOOS-IvP
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Octave Scripts
readmseaspe.m (extract model data)
interp1_alt.m (extract model data)
mseas_model_time.m (extract model 
temporal extents)
generate_sample_times.m (extract 
model data)
Figure 4.1: Diagram of the system architecture for the MOOS-IvP Ocean Simulation Test-Bed;
a single MOOS ’Shoreside’ community is run alongside multiple MOOS ’AUV’ communities.
• pHelmIvP: the IvP Helm which arbitrates between multiple vehicle behaviours over a
user-defined decision space, and ultimately publishes a steady stream of desired vehicle
control values, typically heading, speed, and depth.
• ? uSimMarineSwarm: a simple 3D vehicle simulator that continually updates the state
of a simulated vehicle using current actuator values, the previous vehicle state, and the
time elapsed since the previous update. This MOOSApp subscribes to MOOS variables
related to the current navigation state as well as actuator values in order to determine
how to update the navigation state of the vehicle. In addition, it subscribes to values
related to external drift acting upon the vehicle, allowing it to simulate disturbances
from wind or ocean currents. uSimMarineSwarm is a simple extension of the already
available MOOSApp uSimMarine, with modifications that allow the AUV to maintain
depth while stationary (i.e. active buoyancy control), and to allow the AUV to rotate
in place. uSimMarineSwarm is used for all simulations in this work, but can be easily
replaced by uSimMarine, or any other user-defined vehicle simulator if necessary.
• ? pMarinePIDSwarm: a simple PID controller that is utilized in conjunction with uSim-
MarineSwarm, and which performs low-level PID control of vehicle heading, speed, and
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depth. It subscribes to the high-level desired control values produced by the IvP Helm,
and publishes low-level actuator values to realize the desired heading, speed, and depth.
These low-level actuator values are then used by uSimMarineSwarm to update the sim-
ulated position of the vehicle. pMarinePIDSwarm is a simple extension of pMarinePID,
with modifications that allow for active depth control and vehicle turn-in-place. As
mentioned previously, this can be replaced by pMarinePID if a more traditional AUV
needs to be simulated.
• pNodeReporter: this MOOSApp subscribes to vehicle state information, and publishes
a single string summarizing this information, including vehicle ID, type, position, time
of report, and length. In our system, this information is typically bridged via pShare to
the shoreside community so as to provide it with information about all vehicles in the
swarm. This allows the shoreside to display visual indicators of each vehicle, as well as
to perform centralized functions necessary for simulation, such as inter-vehicle acoustic
communications and ocean current effects.
• pShare: a foundational MOOSApp that allows user-specified variables to be shared
between multiple MOOSDBs. In our system pShare bridges variables related to vehi-
cle state, acoustic pings, and ocean currents between each AUV community and the
shoreside community - no variables are bridged between AUV communities.
• pHostInfo: a MOOSApp that simply posts the IP address on which the community is
running to the MOOSDB. This information is typically used by uFldNodeBroker.
• uFldNodeBroker: a tool used for brokering connections between each vehicle community
and the shoreside community. This MOOSApp is used to automate the configuration of
pShare (IP and port number) in order to allow the bridging of variables. When there are
a large number of vehicles, configuring pShare can be cumbersome - uFldNodeBroker
simplifies this process.
• pAcommsHandler: this MOOSApp implements a networking framework that allows for
efficient acoustic communications via a dynamic encoding/decoding scheme known as
the Dynamic Compact Control Language. This application was developed by GobySoft.
More information is available at [68]. In addition, pAcommsHandler continuously pub-
lishes a ping variable on a timer indicating the maximum ping range, which is then
bridged to the shoreside community for use by uFldPingManager. In the scenario that
we wish to extend the work in this thesis with behaviours that require a larger amount of
information to be communicated acoustically between vehicles, pAcommsHandler allows
for the simulation of the state-of-the-art in acoustic communications, providing us with
an indication of the limits of underwater communications and multi-vehicle operations.
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• ? pTrailViewer: a simple application that displays the vehicle trail - although the
pMarineViewer visualizer already allows for in-built display of vehicle trails, this op-
tion can be computer intensive and limited in trail length. pTrailViewer allows the user
to specify the distance between vertices in the trail, and randomizes the trail colour for
a more user-friendly visualization of trails from multiple vehicles.
• ? uSimConsumption: a MOOSApp that allows the user to specify the amount of energy
the vehicle has at its disposal, and simulates the energy consumed by hotel, propulsion,
and communication using a simple power consumption model. It then provides an
estimate of the maximum length of the mission in days. The details of uSimConsumption
are elaborated upon in section 4.1.1.
• ? pNodeLogger: a simple MOOSApp that records information related to mission time,
vehicle state, and vehicle energy consumption as a file of comma-separated values for
post-processing.
The shoreside community runs the following MOOSApps:
• MOOSDB: the central database in which variables from MOOSApps are published to
and subscribed from.
• pMarineViewer: a visualizer written in FLTK and OpenGL for rendering vehicles and
their associated information to allow the user to visualize vehicles during simulation.
The user is able to manipulate the viewer to monitor the swarm and access vehicle
information. Information published by pNodeReporter and bridged by pShare is used
to display the current state of the vehicles.
• pShare: a foundational MOOSApp that allows user-specified variables to be shared
between multiple MOOSDBs. In our system pShare bridges variables related to vehi-
cle state, acoustic pings, and ocean currents between each AUV community and the
shoreside community.
• pHostInfo: a MOOSApp that simply posts the IP address on which the community is
running to the MOOSDB. This information is typically used by uFldShoreBroker.
• uFldShoreBroker: a tool used for brokering connections between the shoreside commu-
nity and multiple vehicle communities. This MOOSApp is used in coordination with
uFldNodeBroker to automate the configuration of pShare (IP and port number) in order
to allow the bridging of variables.
• ? uFldPingManager: a MOOSApp to simulate the transmission and reception of acous-
tic pings. This MOOSApp uses the information published by pNodeReporter and pA-
commsHandler and bridged by pShare to determine the positions of all vehicles and the
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ping transmission time; then for each vehicle, it calculates whether or not a ping from
every other vehicle will be received by it (i.e. the transmitting vehicle is within the
receiving vehicle’s ping range). If so, it then calculates the range, bearing, and elevation
to this neighbouring vehicle, adds Gaussian noise to each parameter and a transmission
delay based on the distance and acoustic speed, and publishes a ping string with the
neighbouring vehicle ID and these noisy parameters, which is finally bridged back to
the receiving vehicle via pShare.
• ? iMSEASOceanModelDirect: this application provides a high-fidelity simulation of
ocean currents using a netCDF datafile generated by the MSEAS MIT group. This
netCDF file provides a 4 dimensional dynamical representation of ocean currents over
specified temporal and spatial extents, and this model is accessed by iMSEASOceanMod-
elDirect using a number of Octave scripts. As the mission progresses, this application
requests model data from positions corresponding to the positions of vehicles, and this
data is bridged back to each vehicle for use by uSimMarineSwarm as an external dis-
turbance from ocean currents. The details of iMSEASOceanModelDirect are elaborated
upon in section 4.1.2.
• ? pFormationQualityMetric: this MOOSApp utilizes the positions of all vehicles in the
swarm (obtained using the data published by pNodeReporter) to continually assess the
formation quality metric, publishing this value to the MOOSDB. This metric provides
a quantitative value of how well the swarm is maintaining the desired formation. The
details of how the formation quality is assessed are provided in section 4.3.
• ? pShoreLogger: a simple MOOSApp that records information related to mission time
and formation quality as a file of comma-separated values for post-processing.
4.1.1 Energy Expenditure
The principal reason for using ocean currents in order to propel the swarm is to increase its
endurance and maximize the mission duration. In order to get an idea of possible swarm
endurance, a measure of the energy expenditure of each vehicle must be estimated. To this
end, a simple power consumption model was used and implemented in the uSimConsumption
MOOSApp. Essentially, uSimConsumption calculates the instantaneous power consumption
due to propulsion, communications, and hotel load, and integrates this to obtain the total
consumed electrical energy. The important configuration parameters of uSimConsumption
are listed in table 4.1.
The power consumption from propulsion is calculated as follows - the total propulsion
efficiency is given by:
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Parameter Description Default
efficiency prop The efficiency of the propeller. 0.58
efficiency shaft The efficiency of the propeller shaft. 0.7
efficiency gear The efficiency of the propeller gears. 0.9
efficiency motor The efficiency of the propeller motor. 0.8
power nominal The power of the hotel load. (W ) 1.5
consumption per ping The power consumption of each acoustic ping.
(Ws)
2.4
power speed The electrical power at a specified speed.
(newtons and m/s)
power=90.0,speed=1.0
energy pack The total energy available to the vehicle. (WH) 520.0
decaying speed ratio If set to false, the propulsion power is hard-set
to 90 newtons whenever the vehicle is thrusting;
otherwise the propulsion power increases linearly
through 0 and the point defined by power speed.
true
Table 4.1: Important configuration parameters of the uSimConsumption MOOSApp.
η = efficiency prop · efficiency shaft · efficiency gear · efficiency motor (4.1)
The drag coefficient is calculated by (where POWER and SPEED are the power and
speed parameters from power speed):
drag =
POWER
SPEED
× η
cd =
drag
SPEED × |SPEED| (4.2)
The power consumption from propulsion is finally given by (where v is the speed of the
vehicle in m/s, and ∆t is the time difference since the last consumption calculation):
Pprop = cd × v2 × |v| × 1
η
consumprop = Pprop ×∆t (4.3)
This power consumption due to propulsion is continuously accumulated throughout the
mission. Similarly, the power consumption due to hotel load is accumulated, and is calculated
as follows:
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consumhotel = power nominal ×∆t (4.4)
Finally, the accumulated power consumption due to acoustic pings is simply incremented
on each acoustic ping by the value of consumption per ping. These power consumption values
for propulsion, hotel, and acoustics are given in Ws, and given the energy pack in WH, we
are able to calculate an estimate of the total mission duration. The total power consumed
by the vehicle in WH is calculated and published by uSimConsumption on each iteration of
the simulation, and is logged by pNodeLogger for use in analysing the energy efficiency of my
formation control behaviours.
4.1.2 Simulation of Ocean Currents Using MSEAS Models
In order to simulate realistic ocean currents, the MOOS-IvP simulation test-bed was aug-
mented to take advantage of the accurate ocean models produced by the MSEAS MIT research
group [69]. The MIT Multidisciplinary Simulation, Estimation, and Assimilation Systems
(MSEAS) group creates and utilizes physics-driven numerical models of dynamic oceano-
graphic environments based on data from current and historical in-situ and remotely sensed
measurements. The purpose of the MSEAS-MOOS interface is to allow the use of MSEAS
ocean models within the LAMSS MOOS-IvP environment, allowing us to incorporate realistic
ocean environments in our simulations. This MSEAS-MOOS interface is comprised of a set of
Octave scripts and a single MOOSApp named iMSEASOceanModelDirect, that facilitates the
use of MSEAS ocean models within the MOOS-IvP environment. We detail here these scripts
and iMSEASOceanModelDirect, covering their roles and the method by which to configure
the parameters of this interface.
Octave Scripts
The MSEAS group creates ocean models in a format called netCDF, and provides a Matlab
file called readmseaspe.m that allows the user to extract and interpolate data from these
netCDF files at specified positions and times. The foundation of the MSEAS-MOOS inter-
face is an Octave script called readmseaspe moos.m, which is in essence a direct translation
of the readmseaspe.m file from Matlab to Octave. In addition to this script, three other
scripts are used by the interface - interp1 alt.m, a script for 1-dimensional interpolation,
mseaspe model time.m, a script which extracts the time extents of the ocean model, and gen-
erate sample times.m, a script which converts a user requested sample time from seconds to
the format required by readmseaspe moos.m. We briefly describe each of these scripts here.
Note that these scripts are used internally by the MOOSApp iMSEASOceanModelDirect.
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The Octave script readmseaspe moos.m is the foundation of the MSEAS-MOOS interface,
and is called within iMSEASOceanModelDirect in order to access desired ocean data from
the netCDF file, at every vehicle position within the MOOS-IvP simulation. The input
to this file is a string of requested variables (e.g. ocean velocities, temperature, salinity,
etc.), a longitude, a latitude, a depth, and a time, and its output is the requested values
interpolated by the dynamic model from the netCDF file. A significant advantage of this
script is that it allows for multiple requests to be calculated and retrieved with a single
function call. The script interp1 alt.m, is called by readmseaspe moos.m for 1-D interpolation
of ocean values. The next script, mseaspe model time.m performs a simple function that
allows iMSEASOceanModelDirect to retrieve the temporal extents of the ocean model to
be used. This is needed in order to correctly extract samples at the requested times. The
final Octave script, generate sample times.m, is used to convert a sample request time from
Unix time to the vector format (year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds) required by
readmseaspe moos.m. In addition, it returns a cell array of these vectors, in order to perform
multi-vehicle requests that are separate in space but equal in time. For a deeper understanding
of how exactly the MSEAS netCDF files are generated and how readmseaspe.m accesses
netCDF data, see [70].
Parameter Description Default
octave path The path to the Octave scripts used by iM-
SEASOceanModelDirect.
/path to scripts/
mseas filepath The path to the MSEAS netCDF .nc file to be read. /path to netCDF/
mseas varnames The variables to be read/interpolated, usually u,v,w
for zonal, meridional, and vertical ocean current ve-
locities. Any combination of u,v,w can be used, in
any order.
u,v
mseas time offset The offset in Unix seconds from the the start of the
MSEAS netCDF file. This allows the user to start
the data access at a time offset.
0.0
node communities A comma-separated list of vehicle names that the
user wishes to obtain velocities for (e.g. al-
pha,bravo,charlie,...).
NODE 1,...,NODE 25
Table 4.2: Important configuration parameters of the iMSEASOceanModelDirect MOOSApp.
iMSEASOceanModelDirect
iMSEASOceanModelDirect is a MOOSApp that runs on the shoreside community, and es-
sentially utilizes the previously described Octave scripts to access desired ocean velocity data
from a specified netCDF file. Given a list of vehicles whose positions are bridged to the
shoreside, iMSEASOceanModelDirect performs a batch request of the ocean velocity data
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via the readmseaspe moos.m script, using the time elapsed since its launch, and publishes
the ocean current values extracted from the netCDF file at the positions of each vehicle as
variables. These variables are then bridged to each vehicle MOOS community for use as ex-
ternal disturbances. It performs this request in a ’as soon as possible’ manner, sending the
next request the moment the previous request has been satisfied. Important configuration
parameters of iMSEASOceanModelDirect are listed in table 4.2. iMSEASOceanModelDirect
is used to simulate realistic ocean currents in one comparison scenario for the evaluation of
my formation control behaviours.
Figure 4.2: Visualization in the MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed of zonal and meridional
currents from an MSEAS ocean model netCDF file representing the Red Sea.
4.2 Comparison Scenarios
We evaluate the efficacy of each of my formation control behaviours using four comparison
scenarios of different ocean currents. The first is with no currents at all, the second is with
three current channels of linear velocity, the third is with an irrotational current vortex, and
the last is with realistic ocean currents representative of the Red Sea.
In the first scenario, we purposely do not use any ocean currents, allowing us to compare
the ability of each formation control behaviour to construct the desired formation in an ide-
alized setting. This scenario is also used to test how well each formation control behaviour is
able to deal with the loss of vehicles during formation construction, and to assess the effect
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of changing communication rate on the formation construction process.
In the second scenario, we have three current channels of uniform linear flow, as shown
on the left of figure 4.3. The central line of vehicles is placed such that they experience
no external disturbance, while the two upper and lower lines of vehicles experience constant
velocity ocean currents moving in opposite directions. As shown in the figure, the centre
channel has zero velocity and is placed between −150m ≤ y ≤ 150m, the upper channel has
a velocity of 0.1m/s along the positive x direction and exists at y > 150m, and the lower
channel has a velocity of 0.1m/s along the negative x direction and exists at y < −150m.
In the third scenario, we have an irrotational current vortex, where the velocity is inversely
proportional to the distance from the axis of rotation, as illustrated on the right of figure 4.3.
As shown in the figure, the vortex is centred at (0, 0), and uses the following equations for the
magnitude (in m/s) and direction (in radians) of current flow, giving us a counter-clockwise
vortex that has a velocity inversely proportional to the distance from (0, 0), with a maximum
velocity of 0.5m/s at the center:
magnitude =
1√
x2+y2
200 + 2
direction = atan2(y, x) +
pi
2
(4.5)
These two scenarios are used to test how efficiently each of my formation control behaviours
can maintain a desired formation in the presence of external disturbances. In addition, we
also use these scenarios to evaluate how well each behaviour is able to maintain formation
when vehicles fail and are lost, and to see the effect of varying communication rate during
formation maintenance.
Finally, the last scenario uses realistic ocean currents in the form of a netCDF file rep-
resenting the Red Sea. This scenario is used as a general test to compare how well each
formation control behaviour is able to construct the desired formation, to maintain it in the
presence of ocean currents, and to utilize ocean currents for swarm propulsion.
4.3 The Formation Quality Metric
In order to effectively compare each of my formation control behaviours against one another,
there must exist some method of quantifying how well the swarm adheres to the desired for-
mation. To achieve this, I developed a metric to assess the ’formation quality’, based on the
approach used for the BHV AssignmentRegistration formation control behaviour detailed in
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Three Current Channels Irrotational Current Vortex
velocity = 0.1 m/s
velocity = 0.1 m/s
velocity = 0.0 m/s
velocity decreases outward inversely to radius from center
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the second and third comparison scenarios - three current channels
of linear velocity, and an irrotational current vortex.
section 3.7. The formation quality metric is implemented in the pFormationQualityMetric
MOOSApp which runs on the shoreside community, and operates in much the same way as
BHV AssignmentRegistration; the difference is that pFormationQualityMetric has direct ac-
cess to the positions of all vehicles in the swarm. It uses these positions to assign vehicles
to points in a formation plan using the Hungarian/Kuhn–Munkres algorithm, calculates an
optimal rigid transformation between the two point sets, and finally calculates the average
distance between the vehicle positions and their corresponding points in the formation plan.
The value of this average distance between the actual vehicle position and a desired formation
position is the formation quality metric.
In the case of my first formation control behaviour, BHV AttractionRepulsion, a formation
plan does not exist, and the formation is generated dynamically - so how can the formation
quality metric be applied to it? We observe that the ideal formation for a given number
of vehicles would have roughly the same height as its width, but because of the dynamic
nature of this behaviour, this rarely occurs. To surmount this problem, for a given number
of vehicles, we first generate a formation plan that is roughly equal in height and width, then
add an additional ’layer’ of vehicles around the perimeter of this formation plan, and supply
this as the desired formation to pFormationQualityMetric. The additional layer provides a
buffer when the formation constructed differs from the ideal, and in this way the formation
quality metric is made more robust. To provide the reader with a better understanding of how
the formation quality metric operates, each step of the algorithm is detailed below - figure 4.4
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provides an illustration of the operational principles of the formation quality metric.
1. We begin with the set defined by the positions of all vehicles in the swarm, N =
{(x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)}, and the set defined by a user-specified forma-
tion metric plan, Np = {(xp0, yp0), (xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...(xpm, ypm)}. As previously
explained, in our case this formation metric plan is given by the ideal formation plus an
additional outer ’layer’ of positions.
2. N and Np are then aligned by subtraction of their respective centroids.
3. We then enter a loop where:
(a) N is rotated by a user-specified δθ, resulting in the set Nθ = {(xθ0, yθ0), (xθ1, yθ1),
(xθ2, yθ2), ...(xθn, yθn)}.
(b) A cost matrix C of size m×n is built, where C(i, j) = √(xθj − xpi)2 + (yθj − ypi)2;
essentially this is a matrix of costs corresponding to the Euclidean distance between
each rotated point in Nθ and all points in Np.
(c) An implementation of the Hungarian/Kuhn–Munkres algorithm uses C to deter-
mine the optimal assignment between the Nθ and Np points sets; the total cost for
this assignment is compared to the cost for the previous rotation, and kept if it is
smaller.
(d) The loop terminates when a full rotation of N has been accomplished, resulting in
a set Nθ with a corresponding minimum cost and rotation value.
4. After looping through a full rotation of N , the algorithm has the minimum cost and
assignment corresponding to a certain rotation value, and the points inNp are rearranged
in order such that point (xi, yi) in N is assigned to point (xpi, ypi) in Np; if m > n then
the last m − n elements are removed from Np; the algorithm now has the point sets
N = {(x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xn, yn)} and Np = {(xp0, yp0), (xp1, yp1), (xp2, yp2), ...
(xpn, ypn)}, where point i in N is assigned to point i in Np.
5. Then, given N and Np, the algorithm calculates and performs the optimal least-squares
rigid transformation (equation 3.8) between the two in the same manner as explained
in section 3.6.
6. Finally, after the rigid transformation is applied to Np, the Euclidean distances be-
tween corresponding points of N and Np are averaged, and this value is returned as the
formation quality metric.
Examining the steps of the algorithm, we see that it is extremely similar to the BHV Ass-
ignmentRegistration algorithm, the principal difference being that we do not have to loop
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through point subsets of the formation plan (since all vehicles of the swarm are considered at
once). It is also apparent that the formation quality metric is unbounded from above, and
approaches zero as the ’quality’ of the formation improves (i.e. the vehicle positions approach
the desired formation). The important configuration parameters of pFormationQualityMetric
are listed in table 4.3.
Centroid-aligned formation
metric plan Np and vehicle
positions N
- formation metric plan positions
Rotate N and perform
Hungarian algorithm
to determine optimal
assignment (δθ = 45◦)
45◦
90◦
135◦
180◦
225◦
270◦
315◦
360◦
Select rotation and assignment
with minimum cost and perform
optimal rigid transformation on Np
metric value = mean vehicle dist-
ance from assigned plan position
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the operational principles of the formation quality metric.
Parameter Description Default
display rigid registration Display points in the pMarineViewer visualizer cor-
responding to the positions of the transformed for-
mation metric plan.
true
delta theta The amount of rotation δθ applied to the set N on
each iteration of the inner loop. (degrees)
10.0
node offsets metric A string allowing the user to specify a position
of a single point in the formation metric plan;
this string must have the following format: ”x =
x position, y = y position”.
none
Table 4.3: Important configuration parameters of the pFormationQualityMetric MOOSApp.
4.4 Putting it all Together - Testing Methodology
Now that we have described the simulation infrastructure, the comparison scenarios used
for testing, and the formation quality metric, we are in a position to elaborate upon the
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methodology used to compare the ability of my four formation control behaviours. We examine
each behaviour during the construction of the formation, in maintaining the desired formation,
and in using ocean currents for propulsion. How exactly we compare each behaviour in these
three situations is briefly described in this section.
4.4.1 Formation Construction
To compare how efficiently each formation control behaviour is able to construct the desired
formation, we use the scenario with no ocean currents and use the following methodology -
first, 25 AUVs are randomly initialized in a 200m × 200m box; we then instruct the AUVs
to form a hexagonal lattice of five rows of five AUVs, with a separation distance of 300m;
during formation construction, the energy expenditure of all AUVs is recorded, as well as the
formation quality metric; once the change in the metric value falls below a specified thresh-
old, the simulation is stopped, and the mean energy expenditure over all AUVs is computed;
finally, this process is repeated 5 times, and the mean energy expenditure and formation
quality is averaged over all trials. We plot the trial-averaged mean energy expenditure and
formation quality versus time, and use these plots to compare each behaviour against one
another. Unfortunately, due to the computational intensity of BHV AssignmentRegistration
and the limitations of our computer, for BHV AssignmentRegistration only 20 AUVs were
simulated, resulting in a hexagonal lattice of five rows of four AUVs. This methodology was
repeated with 20 AUVs with all behaviours except for BHV AttractionRepulsion for a 4× 5
square lattice with side length of 300m.
To compare the effect of changing communication rate on formation construction, we use
the same methodology with ping periods of 5s, 15s, 30s, 60s, and 120s. In this case however,
we use 20 AUVs, limit the desired formation to the hexagonal lattice, and only perform 2
trials for each ping period.
Finally, to compare the effect of AUV loss during formation construction, we use the same
methodology, but remove a random AUV every 275s until 5 AUVs are removed. As with
the communication rate test, we use 20 AUVs, limit the desired formation to the hexagonal
lattice, and only perform 2 trials.
4.4.2 Formation Maintenance
To compare how efficiently each formation control behaviour is able to maintain the desired
formation, we use the two scenarios illustrated in figure 4.3 and use the following methodol-
ogy - first, the 25 AUVs are initialized in the ideal hexagonal lattice formation of five rows
of five AUVs, with a separation distance of 300m; we then instruct the swarm to maintain
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this formation in the presence of ocean currents; the swarm is left to maintain this formation
for approximately 7200s (about 2 hours), during which the energy expenditure of all AUVs
is recorded, as well as the formation quality metric; The mean energy expenditure over all
AUVs is then computed; finally, this process is repeated 2 times, and the mean energy ex-
penditure and formation quality is averaged over all trials. We plot the trial-averaged mean
energy expenditure and formation quality versus time, and use these plots to compare each
behaviour against one another. This methodology was repeated with 20 AUVs with all be-
haviours except for BHV AttractionRepulsion for a 4 × 5 square lattice with side length of
300m. Note that for all formation maintenance trials, the centroid of the swarm is initially
centred at the local coordinates of (0, 0).
To compare the effect of changing communication rate on how well each behaviour can
maintain the formation, we use the same methodology with ping periods of 5s, 15s, 30s, 60s,
and 120s. In this case however, we use 20 AUVs, limit the desired formation to the hexagonal
lattice, and only perform 2 trials for each ping period.
Finally, to compare the effect of AUV loss during maintenance of the formation, we use
the same methodology, but remove a random AUV every 1200s until 5 AUVs are removed.
As with the communication rate test, we use 20 AUVs, limit the desired formation to the
hexagonal lattice, and only perform 2 trials.
4.4.3 Formation Ocean Propulsion
Finally, as a general test of how well each behaviour is able to perform the ultimate objective
of constructing a formation, maintaining it, and utilizing ocean currents for propulsion, we
use the scenario of realistic Red Sea ocean currents, and use the following methodology - first,
20 AUVs are randomly initialized in a 200m× 200m box; we then instruct the AUVs to form
a hexagonal lattice of four rows of five AUVs, with a separation distance of 300m; the swarm
is then left to drift freely in the simulated ocean currents, until the mission reaches an elapsed
time of approximately 18000s (about 5 hours) at which point the simulation is stopped; during
the entire mission the energy expenditure of all AUVs is recorded, as well as the formation
quality metric; The mean energy expenditure and the mean distance travelled over all AUVs
is computed; finally, this process is repeated 2 times, and the mean energy expenditure, the
formation quality, and the mean distance travelled is averaged over all trials. We plot the
trial-averaged mean energy expenditure, formation quality, and the mean distance travelled
versus time, and use these plots to compare each behaviour against one another. In addition,
we repeat these 2 trials with all behaviours except for BHV AttractionRepulsion for a square
4× 5 lattice with side length of 300m.
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4.5 Summary
This chapter has given the reader an overview of the architecture used to simulate a swarm of
AUVs running the four formation control behaviours, and in particular, provided the details
of how vehicle energy expenditure is computed, how realistic ocean currents are simulated,
and how the quality of the swarm formation is assessed. In addition, the comparison scenarios
used to evaluate the efficacy of each formation control behaviour were described, and a brief
explanation of the comparison testing methodology was provided.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into two chapters. Chapter 5 provides the results
and an analysis of the comparison metrics, and chapter 6 details a discussion of the results of
the analysis, conclusions drawn from this research, and future work to be undertaken.
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Now that we have given the reader an explanation of the four formation control behaviours,
as well as the simulation infrastructure developed to test these behaviours, and finally the
testing methodology designed to compare the efficacy of each behaviour against one another,
we present some results in this chapter that allow us to analyse how well each behaviour
performs. We present graphs using the formation quality metric as well as swarm energy
expenditure resulting from undertaking the testing methodology described in the previous
chapter, and provide a brief analysis of these graphs as well as qualitative observations from
watching each behaviour in action during simulations.
5.1 Scenario 1 - Formation Construction
As described in section 4.4.1, we test each behaviour’s ability to construct a desired formation
using the scenario of no ocean currents. For the first test, we instruct each behaviour to
construct hexagonal and square lattices, and monitor energy consumption and the formation
quality metric; for the second test, we modify the communications rate from 5s up to 120s,
and observe how this affects the construction process of a hexagonal lattice; and for the final
test, we introduce node losses to the swarm during construction of a hexagonal lattice, and
note any effects.
5.1.1 Construction
We begin with plots of the AUV trajectories during construction of the desired formation,
as shown in the following figures. These plots illustrate the typical behaviour of each of the
formation control algorithms during simulation. As mentioned previously, all AUVs begin at
a random position within a 200m× 200m box centred at the origin.
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Figure 5.1: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV AttractionRepulsion (trial 2); black crosses indicate starting positions,
red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.2: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV AttractionRepulsion (trial 4); black crosses indicate starting positions,
red circles indicate final positions - defects are apparent in the final lattice.
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Figure 5.3: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 5); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.4: Zoomed-in view of the trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation
construction with no ocean current - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 5).
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Figure 5.5: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction with
no ocean current - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 4); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.6: Zoomed-in view of the trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation
construction with no ocean current - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 4).
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Figure 5.7: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction with
no ocean current - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 5); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.8: Zoomed-in view of the trajectories of 20 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation
construction with no ocean current - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 5).
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Figure 5.9: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 1); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.10: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 1); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.11: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation construction with no
ocean current - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 1); black crosses indicate starting posi-
tions, red circles indicate final positions.
BHV AttractionRepulsion
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate typical trajectories of the AUVs during the construction of a
hexagonal lattice formation using the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour. Examining these
figures, we can make a few observations. Firstly, the trajectories are extremely chaotic, with
a lot of zigzagging movement occurring as the AUVs move toward their final positions; this
movement can be explained by the fundamental fact that this behaviour is based upon an
attraction/repulsion potential function - as the AUVs travel, they continuously select two
neighbours according to the rules specified in section 3.4, and in doing so, are continuously
influenced by different sets of neighbours, resulting in this back and forth zigzag movement.
Secondly, since the user cannot specify a formation plan and the formation is constructed
in a dynamic, emergent manner, the final constructed lattice does not have the ideal shape.
Thirdly, the constructed lattice can end up with either a good ’quality’, as seen in figure 5.1,
or a bad ’quality’ that contains defects, as seen in figure 5.2; looking at figure 5.1, we can see
that the AUVs have positioned themselves such that they make the desired 300m equilateral
triangles with any two neighbours; however, this is not the case with figure 5.2 - looking
closely, there are actually two subsets of AUVs that have each produced a nice hexagonal
lattice, and a ’hole’ appears around the position (−300,−300); what has occurred here is that
the lattice has ’fractured’ into two subsets, via the mechanism previously illustrated in figure
3.8 and elaborated upon in section 3.4. Unfortunately, this fracturing is a major drawback of
the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour, and can result in significant lattice defects during
construction, and in lattice separation when drifting in ocean currents.
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BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
Figures 5.3 and 5.9 illustrate typical trajectories of the AUVs during the construction of a
hexagonal lattice and square lattice, respectively, using the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferenc-
ing behaviour. Examining these figures we can see that this behaviour constructs the desired
lattices quite efficiently - each AUV has a pre-designated position in the user-specified forma-
tion plan, and they move toward that position somewhat directly. However, examining figure
5.4, which shows a zoomed-in view of the beginning of the trajectories, we see that the path of
each AUV tends to ’arc’ away from its final position, before each AUV moves back toward its
final lattice position. This ’arcing’ behaviour may result in unnecessary energy expenditure.
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
Figures 5.5 and 5.10 illustrate typical trajectories of the AUVs during the construction of a
hexagonal lattice and square lattice, respectively, using the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
behaviour. As with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, this behaviour constructs the de-
sired lattices very efficiently. Unlike BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing however, each AUV
approaches their pre-designated position in the formation plan directly - looking at figure 5.6,
which shows a zoomed-in view of the beginning of the trajectories, we observe that the path
of each AUV is quite straight, from their starting positions right up to their final positions.
BHV AssignmentRegistration
Figures 5.7 and 5.11 illustrate typical trajectories of the AUVs during the construction of a
hexagonal lattice and square lattice, respectively, using the BHV AssignmentRegistration be-
haviour. These figures lead us to a couple of observations. Firstly, as with BHV PairwiseNei-
ghbourReferencing and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration, this behaviour appears to con-
struct the desired lattices quite efficiently - each AUV moves toward a position in the de-
sired formation plan fairly directly, along straight-line paths. Secondly, if we examine figure
5.8, which shows a zoomed-in view of the beginning of the trajectories, we can see that
the trajectories essentially do not cross one another, unlike BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
in figure 5.6. This is of course a direct result of the dynamic assignment portion of the
BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm, explained in detail in section 3.7. Consequently,
this algorithm has the potential to improve upon the energy efficiency of previous algorithms,
by avoiding unnecessary AUV traversal across the paths of other vehicles.
Behaviour Comparison
We now present graphs for the mean energy expenditure over all AUVs, averaged over the
five trials, versus mission time, as well as the formation quality versus mission time, for each
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behaviour, and elaborate upon some observations gleaned from these datasets.
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Figure 5.12: Trial-averaged mean energy expenditure over all AUVs during hexagonal lattice
formation construction for each behaviour with no ocean current; solid lines indicate trial-
averaged mean energy expenditure, dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes
of mean energy expenditure from all trials.
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Figure 5.13: Trial-averaged formation quality metric during hexagonal lattice formation con-
struction for each behaviour with no ocean current; solid lines indicate trial-averaged for-
mation quality metric, dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes of formation
quality metric from all trials.
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Figure 5.14: Trial-averaged mean energy expenditure over all AUVs during square lattice
formation construction for each behaviour with no ocean current; solid lines indicate trial-
averaged mean energy expenditure, dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes
of mean energy expenditure from all trials.
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Figure 5.15: Trial-averaged formation quality metric during square lattice formation construc-
tion for each behaviour with no ocean current; solid lines indicate trial-averaged formation
quality metric, dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes of formation quality
metric from all trials.
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Looking at figure 5.12, we can see that the chaotic movement of BHV AttractionRepulsion
during construction causes this behaviour to use a far greater amount of energy in comparison
to all other behaviours. In addition, the plots in figure 5.13 indicate that BHV AttractionRe-
pulsion also constructs formations with a large variance in their quality metric, as illustrated
by the maximum and minimum envelopes of the metric for this algorithm. This variance is
due to the fact that this behaviour can create formations that have a tendency to fracture
during construction, sometimes resulting in lattices which have defects (and thus a worse
formation quality), as seen previously in figure 5.2.
We now compare the energy expenditure of the three other behaviours by examining fig-
ures 5.12 and 5.14. Interestingly, despite the fact that the AUV trajectories of BHV RigidNe-
ighbourRegistration are more direct than that of BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, the av-
erage energy expenditure of the former behaviour is greater in both tests; however, looking at
figures 5.13 and 5.15, we can see that the quality of the lattice created by BHV RigidNeighbour-
Registration is generally better (remember, a quality metric that is lower corresponds to a
better lattice ’quality’). Thus, we can deduce that the higher energy expenditure of this be-
haviour is used to maintain a higher quality formation. In addition, looking at the minimum
and maximum envelopes of these two behaviours in figures 5.12 and 5.14, we observe that
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration is significantly more consistent in its energy expenditure
when compared to all other behaviours (it has a much lower variance), which may give it a
slight advantage in usability.
Finally, we make a couple of observations about the BHV AssignmentRegistration be-
haviour from an examination these four figures. Looking at figures 5.12 and 5.14, we can
see that the energy expenditure of BHV AssignmentRegistration is lower than all other be-
haviours. This is due to the fact that AUVs are dynamically assigned to positions in the for-
mation based on a cost, causing the vehicles to generally have a shorter travel distance during
formation construction in comparison to the other behaviours. The second consequence of
this, as seen in figures 5.13 and 5.15, is that this behaviour reaches a specific formation quality
level more quickly than any other behaviour. It is important to note a significant caveat of
the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm - its behaviour appears to be highly dependant
on the user-specified δθ parameter. During these trials δθ = 45◦, meaning that the algorithm
only has a choice between 8 different rotations; as a result, subsets of points tend to choose
the same rotation as one another for their best point-set fit. However, if δθ is lowered, the
algorithm has a larger number of rotation choices, and each point subset becomes more likely
to select a rotation that is different to those chosen by other subsets. This results in more back
and forth movement until the swarm converges on a formation, and in turn causes greater
energy use. This behaviour can be seen later in this chapter, in sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
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5.1.2 Construction with Varying Communications Rate
Here we present graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality during formation con-
struction, using a number of different communications rates. We make some observations on
the effect of these changes on the behaviour of each algorithm.
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Figure 5.16: BHV AttractionRepulsion - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs during
hexagonal lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying comms. rate.
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Figure 5.17: BHV AttractionRepulsion - formation quality metric during hexagonal lattice
formation construction with no ocean current and varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.18: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
during hexagonal lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying commu-
nications rate.
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Figure 5.19: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - formation quality metric during hexagonal
lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.20: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
during hexagonal lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying commu-
nications rate.
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Figure 5.21: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - formation quality metric during hexagonal
lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.22: BHV AssignmentRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs during
hexagonal lattice formation construction with no ocean current and varying communications
rate.
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Figure 5.23: BHV AssignmentRegistration - formation quality metric during hexagonal lattice
formation construction with no ocean current and varying communications rate.
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Figures 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, using the BHV Attraction-
Repulsion behaviour. Looking at these two graphs, we can make an interesting observation -
the communications rate has a significant impact on the behaviour of the BHV AttractionRe-
pulsion algorithm. However, a higher communications rate (e.g. a 5s ping period) does not
improve energy expenditure or improve the ability for the algorithm to more quickly achieve
a specified formation quality. In fact, the opposite occurs for the following reason - when the
ping period is low, vehicles update their neighbour positions more frequently; however, these
range/bearing measurements are filtered to remove noise, thus introducing delay, and this
delay is on top of the fact that neighbours have moved once the vehicle has estimated their
relative position (in addition to the inherently noisy measurements); consequently, neighbour
positions are inaccurate, and ’lag’ behind the actual neighbour positions. This inaccuracy
results in a strange behaviour - a vehicle detects a neighbour that is moving away from it,
and thinks it is closer than it actually is, due to this ’lag’; as such, the vehicle moves further
away from the neighbour to maintain the desired distance; its neighbour then sees that the
vehicle has moved away, and so moves back towards the vehicle, but in the meantime, the
updated neighbour position is further than the desired distance (again, due to ’lag’), and the
vehicle also moves toward its neighbour; and in this way, the two vehicles ’oscillate’ toward
and away from one another continuously, a behaviour that was observed during simulations.
Of course, this delay always occurs, but a higher ping period acts almost as a low-pass filter,
helping to dampen this oscillatory effect, while lower ping periods appear to exacerbate these
oscillations. However, looking at these two graphs, we can also note that higher ping periods
(60s and 120s) also have a negative effect - this is likely because higher ping periods cause
too large a delay when updating neighbour positions, causing the lattices to take a long time
to form, resulting in the use of more energy. We can see that the default ping period of 30s
appears to be near optimal for formation construction with BHV AttractionRepulsion.
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, using the BHV PairwiseNei-
ghbourReferencing behaviour. These graphs appear to indicate that as the ping period in-
creases, the mean energy expenditure tends to decrease, but at the cost of taking a larger
amount of time to achieve a specified formation quality level. This is likely due to the fact
that as the ping period increases, the vehicles tend to stop more frequently mid-construction,
resulting in trajectories that tend to be straighter but which result in the desired formation
taking longer to construct; at lower ping periods the ’arcing’ behaviour of trajectories is gen-
erally more pronounced, a phenomena observed during simulations. However, we also notice
that at a ping period of 5s, the formation quality oscillates - this is due to the same oscillation
phenomena described for low ping periods in the BHV AttractionRepulsion algorithm.
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Figures 5.20 and 5.21 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, using the BHV RigidNeigh-
bourRegistration behaviour. These graphs appear to indicate a similar effect of communica-
tions rate on formation construction as was observed in the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferenc-
ing behaviour. There is one significant difference however - the cause of lowering energy ex-
penditure with increasing ping period is not due to a reduction in ’arcing’ behaviour, as was
the case with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing. The paths in this case are always fairly
straight, but at lower ping periods this algorithm tends to have a larger amount of oscilla-
tory or ’looping’ movement at the end of each vehicle trajectory, causing a greater amount of
energy expenditure, as well as a longer time to ’settle’ to a specified formation quality level.
This is likely due to phenomena similar to that seen in previous behaviours, where delay in
measurements of neighbouring vehicle positions causes oscillations. As a result, we can see
that the trajectories for the formation quality metric tends to improve as the ping period
increases from 5s to 60s; it then degrades at 120s, simply because this ping period is too large
to update neighbour positions in a timely manner. At 5s the oscillatory behaviour is very
apparent in the wavelike path of the formation quality trajectory.
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, using the BHV Assignment-
Registration behaviour. It is difficult to make any deductions from these graphs, as there do
not appear to be any obvious trends. However, the oscillatory phenomena seen in previous
behaviours is again quite apparent here, and can be seen in the formation quality trajectory
for a 5s ping period.
To close, it is interesting to note that a higher communications rate does not necessarily
corresponds to a better performance for any of the four formation control algorithms during
formation construction - in fact, due to inherent latencies in updating neighbour positions
leading to oscillatory behaviour, it is actually advantageous in most cases to use a ping period
of 30s or more. Luckily for us, a higher ping period is better suited for the underwater
environment, requiring less bandwidth and reducing the chance of message collisions.
5.1.3 Construction with Node Loss
Here we present graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality with loss of nodes during
formation construction. A random AUV is selected and removed from the swarm every 275s
until 5 AUVs are removed.
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Figure 5.24: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation
construction with no ocean current and with node loss.
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Figure 5.25: Formation quality metric during hexagonal lattice formation construction with
no ocean current and with node loss.
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Examining figures 5.24 and 5.25, node loss does not appear to have much effect on energy
expenditure. However, looking at figure 5.25, we notice that when the fifth vehicle is lost (at
around 1375s), the formation quality noticeably worsens for both BHV AttractionRepulsion
(trial 1) and BHV AssignmentRegistration (both trials). For BHV AttractionRepulsion, this
can be explained by the fact that a loss of a vehicle can increase the likelihood of defects or
fractures occurring. For BHV AssignmentRegistration, the loss of vehicles can significantly
impact the ability for AUVs to find a good local fit for point subsets, resulting in the forma-
tion of a non-ideal lattice.
For BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration, node loss
does not appear to have a great effect on either energy expenditure or formation qual-
ity. This is due to the inherent nature of these algorithms, which have pre-designated
positions for AUVs in the user-specified formation plan. This means that when a node is
lost, as long as there are still enough neighbours in the vicinity of a vehicle (at least 2 for
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferincing, and at least 1 for BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration),
then the vehicle generally does well in maintaining its position, and thus the formation as
a whole. Luckily, in each of these trials the situation never occurred where a vehicle was
stranded (i.e. nodes were lost in such a way that an AUV no longer has contact with any
neighbours); if this had occurred, it is very likely that the formation quality would have
deteriorated significantly, as the lone vehicle was left to drift on its own. This is a down-
side of these two algorithms - they have no self-repairing capability. Generally speaking,
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration is more robust to vehicle loss than BHV PairwiseNeighbour-
Referencing, since in the former case a vehicle only requires a single neighbour in order to
stay with the swarm, while in the latter case it requires at least two.
5.2 Scenario 2 - Formation Maintenance
We then tested each behaviour’s ability to maintain a desired formation using the scenario of
three current channels of linear velocity, as illustrated in figure 4.3 and described in section
4.4.2. As in the previous scenario, we first monitor the energy consumption and the formation
quality metric as the swarm maintains a desired formation, then observe the effect of changing
communications rate, and finally we observe how each algorithm copes with node loss.
5.2.1 Maintenance
We begin with plots of the AUV paths while the swarm maintains formation, as shown in the
following figures. These plots illustrate the typical behaviour of each of the formation control
algorithms during simulation. In these tests, the swarm begins in the ideal formation.
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Figure 5.26: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation maintenance in
three current channels - BHV AttractionRepulsion (trial 2); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.27: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation maintenance in
three current channels - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 2); black crosses indicate
starting positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.28: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation maintenance in three
current channels - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 1); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.29: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation maintenance in three
current channels - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 2); black crosses indicate starting po-
sitions, red circles indicate final positions.
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BHV AttractionRepulsion
Figure 5.26 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AttractionRepulsion algorithm
attempting to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in this scenario, with the dashed lines
indicating the boundaries between the three current channels. It is clearly apparent that, for
the same reasons as described in previous sections, the lattice has fractured into at least 4
different groups of vehicles, as the upper and lower channels have pulled at the edges of the
formation and ’torn’ it apart.
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
Figure 5.27 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing al-
gorithm attempting to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in this scenario. It is interesting
to note that the effect of the different current channels is clearly apparent in the trajectories
of the AUVs - within the center channel (where there is no current), the AUV trajectories are
much straighter, while the trajectories within the other channels are much more ’jagged’, as
the AUVs attempt to maintain formation by resisting vehicle drift caused by currents. Another
interesting observation is that the entire formation rotates clockwise in the presence of these
two opposite currents - this is exactly the type of behaviour you would expect of a rigid body if
placed in a similar situation. Finally, we note that BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing does
a good job of maintaining the desired lattice formation in this three current channel scenario.
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
Figure 5.28 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration al-
gorithm attempting to maintain a square lattice formation in this scenario (we show a square
lattice for the sake of variety). As in BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, the effect of the
different velocity current channels is again quite apparent in the trajectories of the AUVs,
with straighter paths in the center channel. The rotation of the rigid body is even clearer
in this plot, as the rectangular formation has rotated from 0◦ to approximately 30◦. Fi-
nally, as with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration is able
to maintain the square lattice formation very well in this three current channel scenario.
BHV AssignmentRegistration
Figure 5.29 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AssignmentRegistration algo-
rithm attempting to maintain a square lattice formation in this scenario. Again we see the
rotation of the formation, as well as the effect of the different current channels on the AUV
trajectories. However, it appears that when compared to BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration,
this algorithm results in more AUV movement when attempting to maintain formation -
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this can be seen when looking at some of the trajectories within the center channel, which
appear to be more jagged when compared to those in the previous behaviour. Even so,
BHV AssignmentRegistration is able to maintain the desired formation quite well. We note
an important caveat here - unlike during the tests of formation construction, the δθ parameter
for this behaviour was set to 10◦ instead of the default 45◦, to cope with the rotation induced
in the formation by the currents of this scenario.
Behaviour Comparison
We now show some graphs of mean energy expenditure and formation quality for the two
trials using each behaviour, and present some observations.
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Figure 5.30: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining a hexagonal lattice
formation in three current channels; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.31: Formation quality metric while maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in
three current channels; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.32: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining a square lattice
formation in three current channels; two trials performed for three behaviours.
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Figure 5.33: Formation quality metric while maintaining a square lattice formation in three
current channels; two trials performed for three behaviours.
Figures 5.30 and 5.32 show the mean energy expenditure for two trials using each behaviour
for formation maintenance in the three current channel scenario, for a hexagonal and square
lattice respectively. Inspecting these two graphs, it is apparent that BHV AttractionRepulsion
expends energy very quickly while being unable to maintain the desired formation. BHV Pair-
wiseNeighbourReferencing and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration appear to use energy at an
almost equal rate, while BHV AssignmentRegistration uses energy at a faster rate than both
these algorithms. Each of these three behaviours have a near-linear rate of energy expendi-
ture, with BHV AssignmentRegistration having the greatest slope of the three.
Figures 5.31 and 5.33 show the formation quality metric for two trials using each be-
haviour for formation maintenance in the three current channel scenario, for a hexagonal and
square lattice respectively. Figure 5.31 demonstrates that BHV AttractionRepulsion cannot
maintain the desired formation, with the quality metric continuously increasing in both tri-
als. This figure also appears to show that BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing maintains a
formation of a worse quality when compared to both BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration and
BHV AssignmentRegistration, which maintain formations of very similar quality. However,
figure 5.33 tells us a different story, where all three behaviours are able to maintain a formation
of near equal quality, with BHV AssignmentRegistration utilizing more energy to achieve this
as seen in figure 5.32. Finally, we note that these three behaviours are remarkably consistent
across both trials, in terms of both maintaining a specified quality and in rate of energy use.
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5.2.2 Maintenance with Varying Communications Rate
In this section we present graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality with a variety
of communications rates during formation maintenance in this scenario. We make some
observations on the effect of this change on the behaviour of each algorithm.
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Figure 5.34: BHV AttractionRepulsion - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while main-
taining a hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and varying comms. rate.
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Figure 5.35: BHV AttractionRepulsion - formation quality metric while maintaining a hexag-
onal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.36: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
while maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying
communications rate.
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Figure 5.37: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - formation quality metric while maintain-
ing a hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying communications
rate.
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Figure 5.38: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
while maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying
communications rate.
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Figure 5.39: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - formation quality metric while maintaining a
hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.40: BHV AssignmentRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while
maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying com-
munications rate.
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Figure 5.41: BHV AssignmentRegistration - formation quality metric while maintaining a
hexagonal lattice formation in three current channels and with varying communications rate.
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Figures 5.34 and 5.35 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV Attraction-
Repulsion behaviour attempts to maintain formation. Figure 5.34 in particular shows the
same trend as was seen in the construction scenario for the same algorithm, where the rate
of energy expenditure appears to decrease then increase with an increasing ping period. This
occurs due to the same reasons as were explained in section 5.1.2 - that is, low ping peri-
ods induce oscillatory behaviour in the vehicles, while higher ping periods cause delays in
updating neighbour positions, resulting in the vehicles ’straying’ from their ideal formation
positions, both of which increase energy expenditure. Since BHV AttractionRepulsion cannot
maintain the desired formation well, it is difficult to make any conclusions from figure 5.35 -
no matter the rate of communications, the formation always fractures in this scenario, causing
the formation quality to deteriorate rapidly. However, for ping periods of 5s and 15s we can
clearly see the oscillatory behaviour in the plots of the formation quality metric, with the lines
having wavelike qualities. Interestingly, this also occurs to a lesser extent for a ping period of
120s, suggesting that both low and high ping periods induce oscillations.
Figures 5.36 and 5.37 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV PairwiseNei-
ghbourReferencing behaviour attempts to maintain formation. Figure 5.36 appears to indicate
that the rate of energy expenditure decreases then increases with increasing ping period, sim-
ilar to BHV AttractionRepulsion. It is difficult to explain why this occurs, but it is possibly
due to similar reasons as for the previous behaviour. However, this trend is quite different
to that seen for formation construction with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, where the
energy expenditure decreased with increasing ping period, by reducing the ’arcing’ behaviour
of vehicle paths during construction. In the case of maintaining formation, this ’arcing’ be-
haviour is not a consideration. Examining figure 5.37, we can clearly see a trend where
a better formation quality is maintained with a lower ping period - this is simply due to
the fact that a higher communications rate allows vehicles to update their neighbour (and
thus, target) positions more often. It is interesting to note that oscillatory behaviour is not
very apparent in the formation quality metric graph, suggesting that it is not an issue for this
algorithm in this scenario, possibly due to the constant movement caused by external currents.
Figures 5.38 and 5.39 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV RigidNeigh-
bourRegistration behaviour attempts to maintain formation. Examining these graphs, we
notice a similar trend occurring as those of the previous behaviours, where the rate of energy
expenditure appears to decrease then increase with increasing ping period. This likely occurs
for similar reasons as explained for the other behaviours, where a low ping period occasionally
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induces some oscillatory behaviours in the vehicles, while large ping periods cause the vehi-
cles to ’stray’ from their optimal positions by delaying the updates of neighbouring vehicle
positions. As with the other behaviours, a ping period of approximately 30s appears to pro-
vide the best ’damping’ to these oscillations, while allowing for timely updating of neighbour
positions. Looking at figure 5.39, its surprising to note that no matter the ping period, this
algorithm is able to maintain a fairly consistent formation quality.
Figures 5.40 and 5.41 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV Assignment-
Registration behaviour attempts to maintain formation. Figure 5.40 again shows a similar
trend in energy expenditure with increasing ping period, and in this case, figure 5.41 clearly
indicates oscillatory behaviour as seen in the plot of the formation quality metric for 5s.
In addition, the figure also illustrates that, in terms of the formation quality metric, this
algorithm is reasonably unaffected by changes in the communications rate.
5.2.3 Maintenance with Node Loss
Here we present graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality with loss of nodes while
the swarm attempts to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in this scenario. A random
AUV is selected and removed from the swarm every 1200s until 5 AUVs are removed.
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Figure 5.42: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining a hexagonal lattice
formation in three current channels and with node loss.
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Figure 5.43: Formation quality metric while maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in
three current channels and with node loss.
Examining figure 5.42, we can observe a few interesting things. Firstly, for BHV Attraction-
Repulsion, for one trial, the loss of the first node (at around 1200s) has caused a surge in energy
expenditure as vehicles move and the formation attempts to self-repair; and in the second trial,
we can clearly observe minor increases in energy expenditure during each of the five losses (at
1200s, 2400s, 3600s, 4800s and 6000s). Secondly, these same minor surges can be seen in the
plots of each of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
and BHV AssignmentRegistration behaviours at each of the five vehicle losses (although it is
less noticeable for BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing). In addition, for one of the trials of
BHV AssignmentRegistration, the loss of the fifth vehicle has caused a significant increase in
energy expenditure, as vehicles move and rearrange themselves in an attempt to find their
best local point-set fit.
Examining figure 5.43, we can make a couple of observations. Firstly, it is difficult to
make any conclusions about the effect of node loss on the BHV AttractionRepulsion algo-
rithm, simply because even without node loss, this algorithm fails to maintain the desired
formation. Looking at the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm, we see that the third
node loss (at around 3600s) has caused a significant deterioration in formation quality for
both of its trials, as it fails to either self-repair, or to maintain its current formation. Again,
as was the case with the formation construction scenario, node loss does not appear to cause
much effect to the formation quality of both the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and the
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration behaviours; as before, the vehicle loss did not cause any
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vehicles to become ’stranded’, and the swarms are able to maintain their current formation
even with the absence of a few nodes.
5.3 Scenario 3 - Formation Maintenance
The next test intended to compare the ability of each algorithm to maintain a desired for-
mation in the the scenario of an irrotational current vortex as illustrated in figure 4.3 and
described in section 4.4.2. As in the previous scenarios, we measure the mean energy expendi-
ture of the swarm as well as the formation quality metric as the swarm attempts to maintain
the desired formation, then observe the effect of changing communications rate, and finally
observe how each algorithm behaves when vehicles are lost.
5.3.1 Maintenance
We start this section with plots of AUV trajectories as the swarm attempts to maintain
formation, as shown in the following figures. These plots illustrate the typical behaviour of
each of the formation control algorithms in this scenario. As explained previously, the swarm
begins in the ideal formation.
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Figure 5.44: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation maintenance in an
irrotational current vortex - BHV AttractionRepulsion (trial 2); black crosses indicate starting
positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.45: Trajectories of 25 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation maintenance in
an irrotational current vortex - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 1); black crosses
indicate starting positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.46: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation maintenance in an
irrotational current vortex - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 2); black crosses indicate
starting positions, red circles indicate final positions.
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Figure 5.47: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation maintenance in an
irrotational current vortex - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 2); black crosses indicate
starting positions, red circles indicate final positions.
BHV AttractionRepulsion
Figure 5.44 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AttractionRepulsion algorithm
attempting to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in this scenario. Again, we can see
that the lattice has fractured in 2 places, as the irrotational current vortex has ’pulled’ the
formation apart. However, the separation is not as bad as that caused by the previous scenario,
suggesting that the irrotational current vortex does not put as much stress on the formation
as the three current channel scenario. Again, this algorithm does a poor job of maintaining
the desired formation, and the paths of the vehicles are very chaotic.
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
Figure 5.45 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
algorithm attempting to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in this scenario. As expected,
the formation has rotated anti-clockwise in the vortex, ending up at an offset of around 160◦
from its original orientation. Although easier to observe when in motion, it is interesting to
note that it is not the outermost vehicles that thrust the least - AUVs that are positioned
around two-thirds of the way between the center of the vortex and the edge of the formation
are actually the vehicles that thrust the least and take most advantage of the water currents,
drifting for the most amount of time without repositioning themselves (for example, the
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AUV with the dark purple trajectory, which started one down and right from the top left
of the formation). AUVs closer to the center of the vortex fight against the current to
maintain formation, while the AUVs furthest from the center thrust to keep up with the
rotational movement of the other vehicles. This is expected - the vehicles positioned nearer
to the part of the vortex that rotates at the same velocity as the average rotational velocity
of the formation can utilize the current without having to thrust. Finally, we note that
the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing algorithm performs well at maintaining the desired
formation.
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
Figure 5.46 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration al-
gorithm attempting to maintain a square lattice formation in this scenario (we show a square
lattice for the sake of variety). Again, as expected the rectangular formation has rotated anti-
clockwise from 0◦ to approximately 135◦. Finally, as with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferenc-
ing, BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration is able to maintain the square lattice formation very
well in this scenario, and similarly, it is not the outermost vehicles that drift the most, but
the AUVs that are second-outermost that thrust the least (e.g. the AUVs with the red trails).
BHV AssignmentRegistration
Figure 5.47 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm
attempting to maintain a square lattice formation in this scenario. Again we see the anti-
clockwise rotation of the formation, and similarly to the previous scenario, it appears that
when compared to BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration, this algorithm results in more AUV
movement when attempting to maintain formation - this can be seen when comparing the
trajectories between the two algorithms, with BHV AssignmentRegistration appearing to have
more jagged paths. This is likely due to the fact that this algorithm is continuously searching
for a locally ’optimal’ rigid transformation using the lowest cost output of the Hungarian algo-
rithm; it is probable that the lowest cost ’jumps’ between two solutions that are close in value,
and this jumping occurs for many of the vehicles, resulting in a kind of ’vibration’ of the lattice
that is more clearly visible with the swarm in motion. Still, BHV AssignmentRegistration is
able to maintain the desired formation quite well. We note an important caveat here - as in
the three current channel scenario, the δθ parameter for this behaviour was set to 10◦ instead
of the default 45◦, to cope with the rotation induced in the formation.
Behaviour Comparison
We now show some graphs of mean energy expenditure and formation quality for the two
trials for each behaviour, and present some observations.
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Figure 5.48: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining a hexagonal lattice
formation in an irrotational current vortex; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.49: Formation quality metric while maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in an
irrotational current vortex; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.50: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining a square lattice
formation in an irrotational current vortex; two trials performed for three behaviours.
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Figure 5.51: Formation quality metric while maintaining a square lattice formation in an
irrotational current vortex; two trials performed for three behaviours.
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Figures 5.48 and 5.50 show the mean energy expenditure for two trials using each be-
haviour for formation maintenance in the irrotational current vortex scenario, for a hexagonal
and square lattice respectively. These two graphs lead us to observations similar to those that
were described in the three current channel scenario.
Figures 5.49 and 5.51 show the formation quality metric for same two trials with each
behaviour for a hexagonal and square lattice respectively. Figure 5.49 demonstrates that
BHV AttractionRepulsion cannot maintain the desired formation, with the quality metric
becoming quite large in both its trials. This figure also appears to show that BHV Assignment-
Registration maintains a slightly worse quality formation when compared to both BHV Rigid-
NeighbourRegistration and BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, which maintain formations
of nearly the same quality; figure 5.51 supports this observation, but to a lesser extent.
5.3.2 Maintenance with Varying Communications Rate
We now show some graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality with a variety of com-
munications rates during formation maintenance in this scenario. We make some observations
on the effect of these changes on the performance of each algorithm.
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Figure 5.52: BHV AttractionRepulsion - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while main-
taining hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying com-
munications rate.
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Figure 5.53: BHV AttractionRepulsion - formation quality metric while maintaining hexag-
onal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying communications
rate.
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Figure 5.54: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
while maintaining hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with
varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.55: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - formation quality metric while maintain-
ing hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying communi-
cations rate.
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Figure 5.56: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs
while maintaining hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with
varying communications rate.
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Figure 5.57: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - formation quality metric while maintaining
hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying communications
rate.
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Figure 5.58: BHV AssignmentRegistration - mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while
maintaining hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying
communications rate.
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Figure 5.59: BHV AssignmentRegistration - formation quality metric while maintaining
hexagonal lattice formation in an irrotational current vortex and with varying communi-
cations rate.
Figures 5.52 and 5.53 show plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation qual-
ity metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV Attraction-
Repulsion behaviour attempts to maintain formation. There are not many additional obser-
vations to make with these results that were not mentioned in previous tests, other than the
fact that it appears that an increasing ping period results in this algorithm being able to
better maintain formation. This is likely due to the fact that this scenario does not stress
the formation as much as the three current channel scenario, inducing rotation rather than
’pulling’ at the formation; reducing the communications rate thus allows the formation to
freely rotate in the vortex for a longer period of time, while increasing the communications
rate induces oscillatory behaviour.
Figures 5.54 and 5.55 show plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation qual-
ity metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV PairwiseNei-
ghbourReferencing behaviour attempts to maintain formation. These graphs reinforce the
observations described in the three current channel scenario. From figure 5.55, it appears
that BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing is able to maintain the formation to a high stan-
dard regardless of the communications rate, although the formation quality appears to be
slightly worse for ping periods of 60s and 120s.
Figures 5.56 and 5.57 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
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quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV RigidNeigh-
bourRegistration behaviour attempts to maintain formation. Again, the observations made
from the results of the three current channel scenario can be applied to these plots, and as
before, it appears that BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration is able to maintain the formation to
a high standard no matter the ping period.
Figures 5.58 and 5.59 illustrate plots of the mean energy expenditure and the formation
quality metric, respectively, for a variety of communications rates, while the BHV Assignment-
Registration behaviour attempts to maintain formation. As with the other algorithms, no new
observations can be made from these plots that were not made from the results of the previous
scenario - except for the fact that there are two spikes that occur in the formation quality
metric for one of the 120s ping period trials. Reviewing the logs with the swarm in motion,
these spikes were caused by a single vehicle at the edge of the lattice deciding to reposition
itself to what it decided was a more optimal position relative to the swarm; this is a result
of the nature of the algorithm. In effect, the vehicle moved from one point in the lattice to
a neighbouring point, and consequently, the formation quality metric increase then decreased
again while this vehicle was in transit.
5.3.3 Maintenance with Node Loss
We now present graphs of energy expenditure and formation quality with loss of nodes while
the swarm attempts to maintain a hexagonal lattice formation in the irrotational current
vortex. A random AUV is removed from the swarm every 1200s until 5 AUVs are removed.
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Figure 5.60: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while maintaining hexagonal lattice
formation in an irrotational current vortex and with node loss.
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Figure 5.61: Formation quality metric while maintaining hexagonal lattice formation in an
irrotational current vortex and with node loss.
Looking at figure 5.60 we see that the plots for each behaviour follow similar trajecto-
ries as in the previous scenario with vehicle loss. As in the previous scenario, we can see
the slight changes in energy expenditure whenever a vehicle is lost (at 1200s, 2400s, 3600s,
4800s, and 6000s). We make an additional observation that is also apparent in the plot
of the previous scenario - unlike most of the tests, where the rate of energy expenditure of
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing is usually lower than that of BHV RigidNeighbourRegis-
tration, in the tests with node loss the opposite occurs; this seems to suggest that BHV Rigid-
NeighbourRegistration is more robust to vehicle loss, which we expect due to the fact that
each vehicle with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing needs at least 2 neighbours to position
itself, while only 1 neighbour is needed with BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration.
Figure 5.61 reinforces many of the observations described in the three current channel sce-
nario with node loss. However, we make a couple of observations about the BHV Assignment-
Registration algorithm - for the first trial, we see that the combination of the third and
fourth vehicle losses at 3600s and 4800s has caused the formation to deteriorate in quality
quite dramatically, with the formation being unable to self-repair; for the second trial, the
fourth node loss at 4800s caused AUVs in the swarm to rearrange themselves, but eventu-
ally the formation was able to self-repair, resulting in the formation quality metric increasing
then falling back to its original level. As before, BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration maintain a specified formation quality metric even in the
face of vehicle loss, because these algorithms have no self-repair capability, and vehicles were
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lost in such a way that no AUVs were left stranded.
5.4 Scenario 4 - Formation Propulsion
As described in section 4.4.3, for the final few tests we observe each behaviour’s ability to
construct and maintain a desired formation, while utilizing ocean currents for propulsion, using
the scenario of simulated Red Sea ocean currents provided by the MSEAS group. We instruct
each behaviour to construct hexagonal and square lattices, monitor energy consumption and
the formation quality metric, and use these results to analyse the ability of each algorithm
to address the objectives of the swarm. We begin with plots of typical AUV trajectories for
each behaviour in this scenario.
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Figure 5.62: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction and
maintenance in the simulated Red Sea - BHV AttractionRepulsion (trial 2); black crosses
indicate starting positions, red circles indicate final positions; dashed black line indicates the
trajectory of the formation centroid.
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Figure 5.63: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during hexagonal lattice formation construction and
maintenance in the simulated Red Sea - BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing (trial 1); black
crosses indicate starting positions, red circles indicate final positions; dashed black line indi-
cates the trajectory of the formation centroid.
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Figure 5.64: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation construction and main-
tenance in the simulated Red Sea - BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration (trial 2); black crosses
indicate starting positions, red circles indicate final positions; dashed black line indicates the
trajectory of the formation centroid.
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Figure 5.65: Trajectories of 20 AUVs during square lattice formation construction and mainte-
nance in the simulated Red Sea - BHV AssignmentRegistration (trial 2); black crosses indicate
starting positions, red circles indicate final positions; dashed black line indicates the trajectory
of the formation centroid.
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BHV AttractionRepulsion
Figure 5.62 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AttractionRepulsion algorithm
when constructing and maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in the scenario of simulated
Red Sea currents. Many of the observations expressed about BHV AttractionRepulsion from
its behaviour in the other scenarios are applicable here - the chaotic movement while main-
taining the formation and especially during formation construction, and the fracturing and
separation of the formation while it drifts in ocean currents are both visible here. In addition,
notice the trajectories of the three AUVs in the top left corner - here we can clearly see what
was often described previously as oscillatory behaviour; the vehicles with the purple and red
paths have fallen into oscillations right at the end of the mission, where these two vehicles are
constantly moving toward and away from one another, creating a very noticeable zigzag pat-
tern. This is the type of oscillatory behaviour that is exacerbated by higher communications
rates. We note that, during this trial, BHV AttractionRepulsion was able to create a high
quality formation free of defects, but was unable to maintain it as the formation drifted; during
the second trial, this algorithm was unable to create a defect-free formation, and the forma-
tion also fractured during drifting. All in all, it is apparent that BHV AttractionRepulsion is
not able to achieve our desired objectives very well.
BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
Figure 5.63 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
algorithm when constructing and maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in the scenario of
simulated Red Sea currents. This plot leads us to many of the observations stated in previous
scenarios for this algorithm - it is able to construct the desired formation quite efficiently, with
fairly direct paths (the ’arcing’ trajectory is visible here again at the start of these paths), and
it is able to maintain the desired formation very well for the entire duration of the mission.
We note the jagged trajectories of the vehicles, as they drift for long stretches of time until
exiting their respective drifting radii, whereupon they thrust back to their targets to remain
in formation.
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
Figure 5.64 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration algo-
rithm when constructing and maintaining a square lattice formation (for the sake of variety)
in the scenario of simulated Red Sea currents. Again, we note many of the same observations
as described in previous scenarios - this algorithm is able to construct the desired formation
quickly and efficiently using straight line paths, and is able to maintain the formation very
well for the entire mission duration. As with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, we note
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the characteristic jagged trajectories of vehicles that are drifting and taking advantage of
ocean currents while also attempting to maintain the desired formation.
BHV AssignmentRegistration
Figure 5.65 illustrates typical AUV trajectories of the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm
when constructing and maintaining a square lattice formation in the scenario of simulated Red
Sea currents. Firstly, we stress that the δθ parameter of this algorithm was again set to 10◦
for these tests. We make a couple of observations that were not seen in previous scenarios
- firstly, during construction the vehicle trajectories are somewhat more chaotic than in the
construction scenario in section 5.1; this is precisely due to the change in the δθ parameter
from 45◦ to 10◦. As touched upon previously, this change means that the algorithm now has
a greater choice of rotations to select from as its best local point-set fit, likely resulting in
each vehicle selecting a different rotation; this results in more chaotic movement until the
entire swarm converges on the same rotation and settles into formation, causing more energy
use. This rotation selection process is also the cause of the greater amount of movement
in the trajectories as the swarm attempts to maintain formation (which was also visible in
the previous two formation maintenance scenarios). We also note a second observation - the
swarm has created a lattice that is not ideal, with two vehicles (in the top left and bottom
right) being out of their ’ideal’ formation positions. This is somewhat expected, since this
algorithm dynamically assigns vehicle positions in the formation using a local point-set fit,
and vehicles do not have a set formation position. Even so, each vehicle has correctly placed
itself on a point in the square lattice. As in previous scenarios, this algorithm is able to
construct and maintain the desired formation quite well.
Behaviour Comparison
We now present some graphs of the mean energy expenditure and the formation quality metric
resulting from each behaviour constructing and maintaining a hexagonal and a square lattice
formation in the simulated Red Sea ocean currents. Two trials were performed using each
behaviour for both lattices (except for BHV AttractionRepulsion, which can only construct
hexagonal lattices).
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Figure 5.66: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while constructing and maintaining a
hexagonal lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; two trials performed for
each behaviour.
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Figure 5.67: Formation quality metric while constructing and maintaining a hexagonal lattice
formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.68: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while constructing and maintaining a
square lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; two trials performed for each
behaviour.
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Figure 5.69: Formation quality metric while constructing and maintaining a square lattice
formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figures 5.66 and 5.68 illustrate the mean energy expenditure over all AUVs for formation
construction and maintenance in simulated Red Sea currents, for a hexagonal and square
lattice formation respectively; figures 5.67 and 5.69 show the corresponding formation quality
plots; two trials were performed for each algorithm. These figures lead us to many of the
same conclusions as in the previous scenarios, but there is one major difference - in compar-
ison to the previous formation construction scenario in section 5.1, the construction portion
for the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm behaves in a markedly different way. In the
previous scenario, BHV AssignmentRegistration was able to construct the formation with the
minimum energy expenditure and minimum time when compared to all other behaviours,
but in this scenario it performs worse than both BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration. It can be seen that BHV AssignmentRegistration takes
longer to reach the same formation quality metric when compared to the two other algo-
rithms, and does so by expending more energy. It is precisely due to the change in the δθ
parameter of BHV AssignmentRegistration that this occurs, and for the same reasons as pre-
viously explained at the start of section 5.4. Thus, we can see just how sensitive this algorithm
is to changes in the δθ parameter - determining an optimal value for both efficient formation
construction as well as maintenance can potentially allow for BHV AssignmentRegistration
to outperform the other behaviours.
In terms of formation quality, again we see that BHV AttractionRepulsion is unable to
maintain the desired formation - in one trial the formation separates around half way through
the mission, causing the formation quality to deteriorate significantly, while in the second trial
it is never able to construct the formation to the same quality as the other behaviours. All
other behaviours are able to construct and maintain the formation to a similar quality level -
although it can be argued that BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration has a slightly higher quality
than both BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and BHV AssignmentRegistration, but at the
cost of an energy expenditure that is slightly higher than BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing,
mostly used during the construction phase.
Energy Expenditure in Detail
In figures 5.66 and 5.68, we see that the energy expenditure of BHV PairwiseNeighbourRefer-
encing and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration have very similar trajectories. To try and de-
termine which behaviour is superior in terms of energy expenditure, we take a closer look at
their energy expenditure here. In the following graphs we plot the mean energy expenditure
over all AUVs for both trials and for both the hexagonal and square lattice formations, but
we also plot the minimum and maximum envelopes of energy expenditure for all vehicles in
the swarm.
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Figure 5.70: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while constructing and maintaining a
hexagonal lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; energy expenditure detail,
where dashed lines indicate the minimum and maximum envelopes of energy expenditure over
all AUVs.
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Figure 5.71: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs while constructing and maintaining
a square lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean currents; energy expenditure detail,
where dashed lines indicate the minimum and maximum envelopes of energy expenditure over
all AUVs.
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Examining figures 5.70 and 5.71, we notice something interesting - in all cases, BHV Rigid-
NeighbourRegistration has a much lower variance in vehicle energy expenditure than BHV -
PairwiseNeighbourReferencing. By the end of the mission at 18000s, the difference in en-
ergy expenditure between the vehicle that has used the most energy and the vehicle that
has use the least energy is around 20Wh to 30Wh for BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration,
while for BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, it is approximately 40Wh to 50Wh. There-
fore, energy usage for vehicles using the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration algorithm is sig-
nificantly more consistent, which may give this behaviour a distinct advantage - if an ap-
plication requires the entire swarm to be operational in order to effectively address its goal,
then the formation becomes less effective the moment the first vehicle has run out of en-
ergy; and it appears that using the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing algorithm will result
in the swarm losing its first AUV to energy depletion more quickly than when using the
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration algorithm. The cause of this difference in variance between
the two behaviours is difficult to ascertain. However, it is possibly due to the following reason
- when using BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, vehicles at the outer edge of the swarm
(and especially the corners) have fewer neighbours from which to perform their geometric cal-
culations; as a result, the centroid by which a vehicle’s final target is calculated is influenced
by fewer vehicles (and thus undergoes less averaging), causing the target to be more suscepti-
ble to the noise from neighbour range/bearing measurements, which in turn causes the target
to move more frequently, resulting in greater energy expenditure. The opposite is true in par-
ticular for the AUV at the center of the swarm. For BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration this is
not an issue - neighbouring vehicles are used to determine the optimal rigid transformation
of the formation, effectively inferring the location of neighbours that are out of range of the
vehicle.
Energy Expenditure and Distance Travelled
In this particular scenario we are able to produce another set of graphs with an interesting
metric - the distance travelled by the centroid of the swarm divided by the mean energy
expenditure, over time. This gives us some idea of the travel efficiency of the swarm in
m/Wh, a metric that may be useful for certain applications - for example, if we wish to map
or sample a given area in the ocean, based on predicted ocean currents. Graphs of swarm
travel distance divided by mean energy expenditure are presented here for each trial and
for each behaviour. We also provide graphs of mean energy expenditure versus the distance
travelled by the centroid of the swarm.
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Figure 5.72: Swarm centroid travel distance divided by mean energy expenditure over all
AUVs while constructing and maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in simulated Red
Sea ocean currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.73: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs versus swarm centroid travel distance
while constructing and maintaining a hexagonal lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean
currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.74: Swarm centroid travel distance divided by mean energy expenditure over all
AUVs while constructing and maintaining a square lattice formation in simulated Red Sea
ocean currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figure 5.75: Mean energy expenditure over all AUVs versus swarm centroid travel distance
while constructing and maintaining a square lattice formation in simulated Red Sea ocean
currents; two trials performed for each behaviour.
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Figures 5.72 and 5.74 show the ratio of distance travelled by the swarm centroid to the
mean energy expenditure of the swarm, for a hexagonal and square lattice formation respec-
tively; figures 5.73 and 5.75 show the corresponding mean energy expenditure versus the
distance travelled by the swarm centroid. We can disregard the first 1000s to 2000s of these
figures, since this is the construction phase for the majority of the algorithms (for a closer
look at the time point at which the formation has been constructed, we can examine the
formation quality metric plots in figures 5.67 and 5.69), and during this period the distance
travelled is disproportionate to the amount of energy expended (the rate of energy expendi-
ture during the construction phase is much larger than during the maintenance phase, and
during this time the swarm centroid does not move very much). Looking at figures 5.72 and
5.74, we can clearly see that BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing outperforms the other be-
haviours in terms of distance travelled by the swarm per Wh of energy expended, and by
the end of the mission, this algorithm ends up with a ratio of around 45m travelled per Wh;
this is followed by BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration, with a ratio of just under 45m trav-
elled per Wh; and then by BHV AssignmentRegistration, with a ratio of around 25m to 30m
travelled per Wh. These observations are backed up by figures 5.73 and 5.75, which show
that BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing utilizes the least energy per meter travelled for the
majority of the mission, at least in the sense where energy expenditure is averaged over all
AUVs. Whether or not this performance is at the expense of formation quality is debatable,
but can be argued for by examination of figures 5.67 and 5.69.
Ratio of Mean Time Thrusting to Total Time & Ratio of Mean Distance Thrusting
to Mean Total Distance
Finally, there are two additional metrics of interest extracted from the datasets of this scenario
- here we present the ratio of the amount of time spent thrusting averaged over all AUVs
divided by the total mission time, as well as the ratio of the amount of ground covered while
thrusting averaged over all AUVs divided by the total distance covered averaged over all AUVs.
Graphs are provided for all algorithms (excluding the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour)
for both trials and for both the hexagonal and square lattice formations. Since each vehicle
is either thrusting or drifting, the ratios for the time spent drifting and the ground covered
while drifting can be inferred as the inverse of these plots. In addition, in each plot we include
the minimum and maximum envelopes of these ratios over all AUVs, as an indication of the
variance in the values of both ratios. As one of the major goals of this work is to develop
an algorithm that takes most advantage of ocean currents for propulsion, the behaviour that
minimizes the amount of time and distance spent thrusting can be seen as preferable.
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Figure 5.76: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - ratio of time spent thrusting averaged over
all AUVs to total mission time in the Red Sea scenario; dashed lines indicate minimum and
maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Figure 5.77: BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing - ratio of distance travelled while thrusting
averaged over all AUVs to total distance travelled averaged over all AUVs in the Red Sea
scenario; dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Figure 5.78: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - ratio of time spent thrusting averaged over
all AUVs to total mission time in the Red Sea scenario; dashed lines indicate minimum and
maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Figure 5.79: BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration - ratio of distance travelled while thrusting
averaged over all AUVs to total distance travelled averaged over all AUVs in the Red Sea
scenario; dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Figure 5.80: BHV AssignmentRegistration - ratio of time spent thrusting averaged over all
AUVs to total mission time in the Red Sea scenario; dashed lines indicate minimum and
maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Figure 5.81: BHV AssignmentRegistration - ratio of distance travelled while thrusting aver-
aged over all AUVs to total distance travelled averaged over all AUVs in the Red Sea scenario;
dashed lines indicate minimum and maximum envelopes of this ratio over all AUVs.
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Examining figures 5.76 to 5.81, we can make a few of observations. Firstly, as expected,
during the construction phase both the ratio of time and distance spent thrusting quickly
approaches 1, as all vehicles move in order to form the desired lattice. Secondly, the ratio
of time spent thrusting falls much more quickly than the distance travelled while thrusting
- this is expected, since the simulated ocean currents only propel the vehicles at 110 to
1
5
the speed as it is capable of when thrusting; as such, although the time spent thrusting is a
small fraction of the total time (approaching 0.1 for both BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing
and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration), the distance travelled is disproportionately larger
(reaching just under 0.5 for these two behaviours). These figures indicate again the su-
periority of the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing algorithm, which is able to just edge
out the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration in terms of minimizing time and distance spent
thrusting. However, examining the minimum and maximum envelopes, we again see, as
was the case with the energy expenditure metric, that BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
is much more consistent, with a smaller variance in ratios. This consistency may endow
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration with an advantage over BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferenc-
ing, as previously explained. As was the case with many of the previous metrics, BHV Ass-
ignmentRegistration is the worst performer in this metric out of these three behaviours.
5.5 Some Closing Observations
The previous sections have presented the reader with a raft of observations drawn from an
examination of a variety of metrics and scenarios. We close this chapter with a few final
comments about the behaviour of each algorithm when viewed in motion, providing some
qualitative observations.
We begin with the BHV AttractionRepulsion behaviour. It is fairly obvious from both the
figures in this chapter, as well as from observing the algorithm in action, that this behaviour
is not able to address the goals of this project set out at the beginning of this thesis. As
visible in the majority of the metrics, and in the AUV trajectories in each of the scenarios,
this algorithm results in chaotic vehicle movement, low formation quality (due to defects and
formation fracturing), and a high rate of energy expenditure, making it unsuitable for our
purposes. Its behaviour varies quite significantly with changes in the communications rate,
which is an additional downside. In terms of node loss, the algorithm endows the formation
with some ability to self-repair (which was observed a number of times during the course of
testing), although it is debatable whether this is an advantage for our particular application.
It is interesting to note that the majority of the existing literature that describe algorithms
of physics-based swarm formation control do not introduce external disturbances as was the
case in this work; in addition, many of the previous approaches limit themselves to observing
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the formation only during the construction phase. It would be interesting to test these other
physics-based approaches with the same stresses applied to the formation as were introduced
in these scenarios, to observe how well they are able to cope. However, I find it unlikely that
a physics-based approach can suitably handle the objective of this work.
The BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing behaviour provided a few interesting results.
This relatively simple approach using trigonometric principles resulted in formations that were
efficiently constructed, and were well maintained in ocean currents. In fact, in terms of energy
expenditure, this algorithm quite consistently outperformed all other behaviours in each sce-
nario. In terms of formation quality, results were mixed, but in most cases the algorithm was
able to maintain a formation quality level comparable to BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration,
the behaviour that most consistently performed best in this metric. However, this behaviour
does have some disadvantages. Firstly, in terms of the formation quality metric, its value
changes (sometimes significantly) depending on the communications rate. Secondly, in terms
of energy expenditure, the variance in this value can be quite large, and certainly is larger
than the variance seen when using the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration algorithm, over all
AUVs. In the presence of vehicle loss, this behaviour is able to maintain the desired forma-
tion quite robustly; however, we again make the caveat that during these trials (with a loss
of 14 of AUVs in the swarm), vehicles were not lost in such a way that any one remaining
vehicle could not sense at least two neighbours. Again, a downside of this approach is that
each vehicle requires at least two neighbours to position itself, versus only one when using
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration. Finally, we note that this behaviour is able to address the
problem targeted by this work very well; and is the best performer in terms of energy and travel
efficiency, at least in the sense where these metrics are averaged over all vehicles in the swarm.
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration shares many of the same qualities as the BHV Pairwise-
NeighbourReferencing behaviour. This algorithm was also able to efficiently construct the
desired formation, and maintain it well in ocean currents. In terms of formation quality, it
most often outperformed all other behaviours, and it maintains a formation quality level very
well and very consistently in the face of changing communications rate, providing robust-
ness in this sense. In terms of energy expenditure, it almost achieves a similar efficiency as
that provided by the BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing algorithm, which is the best per-
former; however, as noted previously, the swarm using the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration
algorithm always has a much lower variance in energy expenditure over all vehicles, giving
vehicles a much more consistent rate of energy use no matter their position in the formation.
In our application this may be a significant advantage, if we consider our mission to be over
the moment the first vehicle in the swarm has run out of energy. In the presence of vehicle loss
this algorithm is also able to maintain the formation without loss in formation quality; how-
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ever, as with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing, during these trials vehicles were not lost
in such a way that any one of the remaining vehicles became stranded. However, we note an
additional advantage of this algorithm over BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing in terms of
vehicle loss - this algorithm is more robust, simply because any one vehicle in the swarm only
requires a single neighbour to position itself. As with BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing,
BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration does not provide the swarm with any capacity for self-
repair, given that vehicles have a pre-designated position in the formation; whether or not
this is a disadvantage in our application is debatable. Finally, we state that this algorithm is
also able to address our desired application very well.
Finally, some notes about the BHV AssignmentRegistration behaviour - although it was
unable to fulfil our conjecture of improved energy expenditure through the dynamic assign-
ment of vehicles to formation positions, this novel algorithm behaved in interesting ways; and
certainly, in comparison to BHV AttractionRepulsion (the only other behaviour that does not
require the communication of globally unique vehicle IDs) it performed quite well in terms
of energy expenditure, and especially in terms of formation quality. For algorithms that only
use range/bearing measurements to neighbouring vehicles, this algorithm likely provides a
much better approach to formation control than any physics-based approach, allowing us to
construct lattice formations of different shapes using minimal information. We again stress
the fact that the performance of this algorithm appears to be highly sensitive to its user
specified δθ parameter, which controls the number of its rotation choices for local point-set
fitting. The algorithm essentially works by continuously rotating the point-set comprising of
the vehicle and its neighbours by a specified δθ offset, comparing this point-set to different
parts of the formation plan, and selecting the rotation that results in the lowest cost output
of the Hungarian algorithm. With a larger δθ (as in the first scenario, where it was set to
45◦), the algorithm has fewer rotation choices, and each vehicle is more likely to select a
rotation that is consistent across the swarm, enabling the efficient construction of the desired
formation; however, this also causes issues during formation maintenance, especially when
the formation rotates in ocean currents. If the formation rotates, there occur specific angles
where the minimum cost is very similar between two different rotations, and vehicles end up
becoming indecisive, alternately selecting these two rotations; and since δθ is large, jumping
between the two angles can cause the formation to fracture, a behaviour that was observed
during testing in the Red Sea scenario (which prompted us to select a lower δθ value). Select-
ing a lower δθ value (as in the last three scenarios, where it was set to 10◦) avoids this issue,
but at the expense of lower stability and efficiency during the formation construction phase
(since vehicles then tend to select different rotation values from each other for their best local
point-set fit). This is the reason why the BHV AssignmentRegistration was able to outper-
form all other behaviours in terms of both energy efficiency and quickness in achieving a high
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formation quality during the first scenario, but was unable to do so in the final Red Sea sce-
nario. Thus, if we were somehow able to balance this trade-off, and reduce its sensitivity to the
δθ parameter, this algorithm has the potential to perform very well in our desired application.
We make one final note about the loss of vehicles in the swarm, and whether or not a swarm
self-reparation capability is an advantage or not for our particular scenario. Firstly, we note
that both BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration do not
provide the swarm with the ability to self-repair, a consequence of pre-designating vehicles
to formation positions; however, this inability to self-repair resulted in better performance in
terms of formation quality during tests of node loss. In contrast, both BHV AttractionRepuls-
ion and BHV AssignmentRegistration both provide the swarm with some ability to self-repair.
BHV AttractionRepulsion provides this because of its physics-based nature, and BHV Assign-
mentRegistration provides this because it dynamically assigns vehicles to formation positions.
However, this capability resulted in a worse formation quality performance for these two
behaviours, since by its very nature, self-repair results in a degradation of formation quality
as a neighbouring vehicle transits to fill the ’hole’ generated by the loss of a vehicle, before
improving again. Secondly, we question whether or not self-reparation is advantageous in
our application - given the unreliable nature of acoustic communications in the underwater
environment, it is entirely possible that vehicles may not be able to sense some neighbours
from time to time. When this occurs, how do we decide if this neighbour absence is due to
the actual loss of the neighbour or due simply to loss of communications? If this check is not
robustly implemented, we could end up with a situation where a vehicle believes that it has
lost its neighbour, and if self-repair was an option, it may move to place itself at the position
where its neighbour was last sensed; such a situation can cause confusion in the formation and
possibly vehicle collision, as two vehicles place themselves in the same location. As such, I
argue that self-reparation is in fact a possible hindrance for swarms in the underwater domain.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has provided the reader with graphical results of the testing methodology de-
scribed in chapter 4, and detailed a large number of observations that were inferred from these
results.
In the next and final chapter of this thesis, we provide a discussion of the results of the
analysis, conclusions drawn from this research, and future work to be undertaken.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The operational understanding and underlying technology of autonomous underwater vehicles
has now matured to a point whereby smaller and less expensive AUVs are beginning to be-
come a reality. The low cost of these vehicles, and the consequently higher tolerance for risk,
means that large multi-robot operations will soon become a very real possibility. The appli-
cation of swarm intelligence concepts to these multi-robot systems has the potential to open
up new areas of application for AUVs. This thesis has presented a study into one particular
swarm intelligence strategy for a group of AUVs, namely formation control; the successful
implementation of this strategy on such a system in the field presents an opportunity to more
effectively characterise complex oceanographic phenomena and the ocean environment.
This thesis has presented three main contributions towards the goal of the successful
control of a swarm of AUVs in formation. The first contribution is the augmentation of
the existing MOOS-IvP architecture in order to produce a MOOS-IvP Simulation Test-Bed
that is capable of effectively simulating a large number of AUVs in realistic ocean currents
with the associated vehicle models and sensors. The second contribution is the develop-
ment and implementation of four different formation control behaviours for a swarm of AUVs
- BHV AttractionRepulsion, which was inspired by the physics of atoms; BHV Pairwise-
NeighbourReferencing, which uses simple trigonometric principles; BHV RigidNeighbour-
Registration, which was based on the rigid point-set registration problem; and BHV Assign-
mentRegistration, a novel algorithm which performs dynamic point correspondence and uses
local rigid optimal transformations on subsets of points. Each of these behaviours was evalu-
ated against a number of metrics, and their relative performance analysed in great detail. The
third and final contribution was the introduction of a metric to quantify how well a swarm of
vehicles adheres to a desired formation. The main findings of this work are:
• The MOOS-IvP architecture is well suited for the effective simulation of a large number
of AUVs using fairly realistic vehicle models, sensors, and models of the ocean environ-
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ment. It provides a reliable test-bed for the study of swarm intelligence concepts with
unmanned surface vehicles and autonomous underwater vehicles.
• The formation quality metric developed in this work provides a robust quantitative
assessment of how well a swarm of vehicles is able to conform to a desired formation.
• Each of the four formation control strategies is able to construct and maintain lattice
formations in a distributed manner, to differing levels of effectiveness.
• Two of the four behaviours, BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing and BHV RigidNeigh-
bourRegistration, were the best performers across all metrics (including energy expen-
diture, formation quality, and average time and distance spent thrusting). These two
behaviours are also able to construct formations of any arbitrary shape, at the cost of
requiring the communication of globally unique vehicle identifiers.
• Based on the analysis of the metrics from each behaviour detailed in chapter 5, as well
as an understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of each behaviour, the author
recommends the use of the BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration behaviour for implemen-
tation on physical vehicles in future work. BHV RigidNeighbourRegistration performs
almost as well as BHV PairwiseNeighbourReferencing in terms of energy expenditure
and travel efficiency, outperforms all other behaviours in terms of formation quality,
is robust to changing communications rate and vehicle loss, and allows us to produce
formations of arbitrary shape.
It is hoped that the contributions and findings of this thesis have provided a firm foundation
for future study into formation control of a group of AUVs, especially for the purposes of
field-testing such a system.
6.1 Future Work
The work undertaken in this thesis leaves us with many avenues of future work to pursue.
First and foremost, the practical implementation and testing of these behaviours on actual,
real-world vehicles is a priority. To simplify this endeavour, we propose two stages of practical
field-testing. In the first stage, we recommend the use of our fleet of Kingfisher autonomous
surface craft (ASC), along with simulated acoustic communications, to evaluate the funda-
mental ability of our algorithms. ASCs are still subjected to ocean currents, and the use of
simulated acoustic communications avoids the initial complexities of developing the required
communications hardware. In the second stage, we propose the use of low-cost, miniature
AUVs (such as the Bluefin SandShark [71]) equipped with Chip Scale Atomic Clocks (CSACs)
and acoustic pingers to determine range between vehicles using time of flight; a 3D hydrophone
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array (for example, in a triangular pyramid configuration) to determine bearing information
to neighbouring vehicles; and either acoustic modems or the use of unique pinger frequencies
to communicate unique vehicle IDs.
The second avenue for future research is the study of the theoretical properties of our
formation control algorithms. The focus of this thesis was on the practical implementation
and understanding of these algorithms, but a theoretical understanding may prove useful.
This may begin with an analysis of the computational complexity of each of our behaviours,
followed by an understanding of their properties in terms of scalability, and finally, a study
of their convergence properties and whether or not any guarantees can be made in terms of
convergence to a desired formation.
A third path of future work is further research into, and improvement of, the BHV Assign-
mentRegistration behaviour. Consider the following question - imagine gathering twenty
strangers on a football field; you tell each of them to arrange themselves in a grid of 4×5 peo-
ple spaced 20m apart, with the restriction that they are not allowed to communicate to each
other in any manner whatsoever; how well would this group of strangers be able to construct
the desired grid? In the author’s opinion, it is likely that the group would be able to perform
this task, but not without a great deal of indecisive back-and-forth movement, and certainly
not in an efficient manner. Now imagine that each person was subjected to an external force
that slowly shifted them about the field. This anecdote is analogous to what we are trying
to perform using only range/bearing measurements with a swarm of AUVs; and finding an
efficient solution to this problem is not an easy task. The BHV AssignmentRegistration al-
gorithm is a novel approach that appears to be surprisingly competent at performing this
exercise, and it is the author’s belief that its performance can be improved with further
work, especially with regards to the selection of point subsets from the formation plan for
comparison to the vehicle and its neighbours, as well as in gaining a better understanding
of the effect of varying values of the δθ parameter, and finally in investigating its capabili-
ties for swarm self-reparation. One possibility for further research into the improvement of
this algorithm is the use of shape contexts [72]. Shape contexts are feature descriptors used
widely in computer vision research to perform shape matching and object recognition; the
use of a descriptor similar to the shape context descriptor with this algorithm opens up the
possibility of using BHV AssignmentRegistration to construct arbitrary formations by at-
tempting to match subsets of vehicles to different parts of the desired formation based on its
shape. All in all, the BHV AssignmentRegistration algorithm shows promise as an approach
to formation control using minimal neighbour information, and warrants further investigation.
The final avenue for further research is the combination of our formation control behaviours
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with other existing MOOS-IvP behaviours for obstacle and area avoidance. The IvP Helm
is useful precisely because it arbitrates between different behaviours based on priority, and
as such, it is ideally suited for the inclusion of additional behaviours. In this thesis only two
behaviours were active at any one time, and they presided over control of domains that did
not intersect - the formation control behaviour influenced vehicle heading and speed, and
a depth control behaviour maintained vehicle depth. As such, we did not consider vehicle
collisions - testing should be performed with obstacle avoidance behaviours to prevent such
collisions. In addition, we would eventually like the swarm to operate in environments of
complex geometry, or environments that include keep-out areas (such as ocean infrastructure)
- future work should include simulations with behaviours that maintain the formation while
restricting the swarm to valid operational areas, and the evaluation of swarm performance in
this context.
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